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SUMMARY 

In the first chapte. of this thesis, several basic properties of acoustic 

gravity waves are discussed using the linearised equMions of motion for an 

inviscid non-rotating compressible fluid that is stratified undeJ: gravity. Aiter 

thls inttoductory chapter, two main topics are addressed. Firstly, a critical 

analysis of the frequently used hydrostatic approximation and of the equally 

frequently used Boussinesq approximation, both applied to finite amplitude 

waves in stratified fluids, is given (chapter 2), Secondly, the influence of the 

compressibility on the properties of internal solitary waves in compressible 

stratified fluids is studied (chapters 4. and 5). 

The hydrostat~c a.pproximation, which neglects the vertical acceleration 
of the fluid in the momentum equation, is shown to be valid for acoustic gravity 

waves with small aspect ratios (the aspect ratio being the ratio of the vertical 

and hOrizontal scales of the wave) and with frequencies much smaller than the 

Brunt-VaiSaHi. frequency. The Boussinesq approximation can be used if density 

variations are small throughout the part of the Jluid that we want to describe. 

For acoustic gravity waves this implies that the vertical scale of the motion 

must be much smaner than the scale of the stratification of the fluid, i.e. the 

scale height. The linear Boussinesq equations for an incompressible fluid can be 
used for these waves under the following additional conditions: 

1) the displacement of streamlines should be small compared to the 
vertical scale of the wave, 
2) the frequency of the wave should be smaller than the Brunt-Vaislll!. 
frequency and 

3) the definition of the Brunt-VliisiWi frequency for an inCOmpressible 

fluid shOuld be replaced by its COmpressible counterpart, i.e. the density 

has to be replaced by the potential density. 

It is noted that if other small effects are retained, e.g. weak nonlinear effects, one 

should be very careful USing the Boussinesq approximation even if the conditions 

mentioned above arc met. 

To study internal solitary waves in compressible fluids two integrals of 
the equations of motion for an invisdd compressible fluid are derived. These 

integl:aJs, together with certain boundary conditions, are transformed to 
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equations for the displacement of a streamline and for the perturbation of the 

temperature, where we assume the absence of closed streamlines in order to be 

able to determiM the two constants of integration in the integrals of motion 

from upstream conditions. Like for incompressible fluids, internal solitary waves 

in compressible fluids are de5Cl:ibed by the Korteweg-de Vries equation if the 

fluid is shallow, i.e. if the total depth of the fluid is much smaller than the 

characteristic horizontal length scale of the wave. They are described by the 

Benjamin-Davis-Ono equation if the fluid is deep, Le. if the tota.l depth of the 

fluid is much larger than the charactedstic horizontal length scale of the wave. 

The corrections, due to the compressibility, to the coefficients and so to the 

solutions of these two equations are (J(gh/cD, where g is the gravitationa.l 

acceleration, h the depth of the stratified part of the fluid and Cs the velocity of 

SOund. For atmospheric conditions the magnitude of this parameter varies 

between 0.01 and 1. A type of flow fOI which corrections due to the 

cOIUJ;lressibility are always important is a shallow isothermal sheariess layer of 

fluid, as is discussed in this thesis. 

The contents of the sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 have been published as: 

Miesen, R.H.M., Kamp, L.P.J' I Sluijter, F,W, (1988). "On the application of the 

Boussinesq approximation for nonlinear gravity waves in the atmosphere", Phys, 

Scripta. 38, 857-859. 

The contents of the chapters 3 and 4 will be published M: Miesen, 

RH.M., Kamp, L.P.J., Sluijtcr, F.W. (1990). "Solitary Waves in Compressible 

Shallow flui1h", Phys. Fluids A 2 (in press). 

The contents of chapter 5 have been submitted for publication as; 

Miesen, RH.M., Kamp, L.P.J., Sluijter, f.W. "Solitary Waves in Compressible 

Deep Fluids", Phys. Fluids A. 
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HISTORlCAL INTRODUCTION 

I b~liev. I &hall bost introduce this phaenomenon by oe~ribing the ~\~eum.tanc .. 
of my own first a.equalnlanc. wjtb it. I "1M ob.erving the motion of a boat which 
W{IS rapidly ors.wn !!lon!; .. narrow cha.nnd by a pair of horses, when the boat 
.uddenly stopped - not 80 the mM. of water in the chanllel which it had put in 
motion; it &<:cumula.t.d .. round the prow of the v .... 1 ill a .t .. t. of violent 
a.git .. ticon, then .uddenly leaving it behind, tOlled forward with great v.lodty, 
.... uming the form of II. large solitary ekv .. tion, .. found.d, smooth a.nd well
defined heap of wal.r, which continu.d it. cOUNe along the ch"nnel appa.xonUy 
without change of form o~ diminution of .p.M. I followed it on hors.bad, I>nd 
ovortook it ttill rolling on al a rat. of some eight or nino mil .. an hOllr, prtter
vins: its original figure $ome thirty feet lolJg and a. root to a foot and I> half in 
height. It. h.ight grll-du'>lly dlmmiohed, &nd ..rlor .. ohM<: of one or two mile. I 
lo.t it in the winding~ of ~h. chMlnel. Such, in the month of August 1834, was 
I'ly fi •• t ~hance interview with th!l-t $icgular and bell-utiful ph~non)'Mn •... 

John Scott Russell (1845) 

Thls original description by J.8. Russell, a Scottish engineer who discovered and 

named the solitary wave riding on horseback along a. channel in the 

neighborhood of Edinburgh, shows that the history of solitary waves has been 

entangled with the theory of waves in fluids right from their discovery. 

Especially in the theory of ~urface waves the study of nonlinear wave 

phenomena., like solitary waves, has played an important role and vice versa [e.g. 

Airy 1845, BouSSinesq 1872, Rayleigh 1876, Korteweg & de Vries 1895, Lamb 

1\132, Keller 1948, lJrsell 1953, Long 19MJ. After he discovered the solitary wave 

Russell, who estimated this phenomenon at its value, studied it extensively 

[Russell 1838, 1845]. In a laboratory chanI\el he tried to produce solitary waves 

by either :releasing an impounded elevation. of water or dropping a weight at one 

eI\d of a. channel. 

R'!/.$sel's experiment. 
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His ex;perirnents showed that solitary wave3 are reproducible indeed and that a 
wave with amplitude (or height) a in water of depth h advances with the speed 

c = [g{h+a)]1I2, (Ll) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration. Note that this implies that a solital;y 

wave moves £a~ter if its axnplitude is larger. He also observed that breaking 

occurs for a ;;: h, that negative solitary waves, i.e. solita~y waves of depression, 

do not exist, and that an initial elevation might, depending on the relation 
between its length and height, evolve into either a pure solitary wave, a solitary 

wave plus a wave train, Or two or more solitary wave3 with or without a wa.ve 

train. 

Russell's ideas and experiments on solitary waves, as descdbed above, 

seemed to contradict Airy'S shallow-water theory [Airy 1845, Stokes 1891, Lamb 

1932, section 252, Ursell 1953, Stoker 1957, section 10.9]. According to this 

theory for surfa.ce waves with horizontal wa.velengths much larger than the depth 

or the fluid, a wave of finite amplitude cannot propagate without change of form. 

The Airy paradox caused considerable scientific interest at the time. The 

paradox. was solved independently by BOl,lssinesq [18na,b, 1872, 18771 and 

Rayleigh [1876]. They showed that, if vertical acceleration and finite amplitude 
is accounted for cot~ectly, water waves can propaga.te without change of shape. 
A~ a solitary wave solution they found 

'1/ '" a sech2[{x - ct)/lj, [] := a/h." 1, f:= (h./iP;;;; 0(0:), (i.2) 

where '1/ is the free-surface displacement, x the horizontal coordinate, t the time, 

and l the characteristic length of the solitary wave. The wave speed is indeed 

given by (Ll) and the characteristic length l is given by 

(i.3) 

Their work was the first to contain the subtle balance between dispersion, 

caused by the allOwance for vertical acceleration which was neglected in shallow

water theory until that time (hydrostatic approximation), and nonlinearity. It is 

this balance, where nonlinearity tends to steepen the wave front in consequence 
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of the inCrease of wave speed with amplitude [ef. (i.1)] and dispersion tends to 

spread the wave front because the wave speed of any spectral component 

decreases with increasing wave number, that is essential to solitary waves. 

A subsequent important theoretical result was the derivation by 

KOrteweg & de Vries [189S] of an equation describing finite amplitude waves, 

moving in one direction in a uniform rectangular channel with an inviscid fluid. 

This equation is now called Korteweg-de Vries equation: 

(i.4) 

wherein cg is the speed of infiniteSimal long waves [ef. (Ll) with a = 0) and 

subscripts denote derivatives. A solution of this equation is given by (1.1) to 

(i.3). Korteweg & de Vries also obtained periodic solutions of this equation in 

terms of elliptic functions which they called cnoidal waves [see also Whitham 

1974]. In fact the equivalent of (iA) that Korteweg & de Vries derived is a 

somewhat more general equation in which they allow for a surface tension, which 

we have assumed to be zero here. A recent review on shallow-water solitary 

waves is the one by Miles [1980). 

The interest in solitary waves waned after the resolution of the Airy 

paradox and no coherent research was done. Solitary waves were merely thought 

of as an unimportant curiosity in the theory of nonlinear surface waves. This 

situation did last until 1955, when computer experiments in a different field 

[Fermi, Pasta & Ulam 1955] gave a new impetus to nonlinear wave theory. 

Zabusky & Kruskal [1965J coined the soliton concept, referring to the particle 

like behaviour of the solitary waves they studied. It was at that time that it was 

discovered that the Korteweg-de Vries equation or equivalents of this equation 

arise in a wide variety of physical contexts [e.g Broer 1964, Van Wijngaarden 

1968] and that these equations and their solutions exhibit some remarkable and 

far-reaching properties [see e.g. the reviews by Jeffrey & Kakutani 1972, Scott et 

aI. 1973, Miura. 1974, 1976, Krusb119U, 1975, Makhankov 1978]. 

At the same time tbt the theory of solitary waves and nonlinear wave 

equations attracted new interest, progress was made with the theory and 

interpretation of internal gravity waves in the atmosphere [e.g. Go~sard & Munk 

1954, Eckart & Ferris 1956, Eckart 1960, Hines 1960, 1963, 1965, Tolstoy 1963, 

Yeh & tiu 1972, 1974). Until that time interest in these and rela.ted waves was 
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sporadic [VaJ.sS,Ui 1925, Brunt 1927, Pekeris 1948, Scorer 1948, Ma.rtyn 1950]. 
These internal gravity waves can only exist because of the stratification of the 

atmosphere. Because the free surface of a fluid is a limiting form of stratification 

Abdullah [1949] suggested that atmospheric solitary wavea might exist. The first 

observation of what appears to be an atmospheric solitary wave is also by 

Abdullah [1955]- The theoretical study of internal solitary waves, i.e. solitary 

waves that do not exist on the fIce surface of a fluid but "inside" the fluid as a 

consequence of internal density stu.tification, waS initiated by Keuligan [1953] 

who considered a system of two superimposed fluids of different constant 

densities, bounded above and below by rigid surfaces. Long [1955], Abdullah 

[1956] and Benjamin [1966] also investigated this kind of model for internal 

solit<.Lry W<.LVes_ A more general treatment, in which the upper bOWldary of the 

two-fluid system may be free, as well as the mOre difficult problem of the 

existence of internal solitary waves in a fluid whose density decreases 

exponentially with height, was given by Peters &: Stoker [1950], The problem of 

a continUOUSly stratified fluid was also addressed by Ter-Krikorov [1963]. Long 

[1965], Benjamin [1966]. Benney [1966]. Djotdjevic & Redekopp [1978], and 

Weidman [1978]. Benjamin, Benney and Miles [1979] also allow for shear, as long 

as there are no critical layers (that is where the phase speed of the wa.ve equals 

the velocity of the fluid). For the modifications necessaxy when critical layers 

occur, see Maslowe & Redekopp [1980] or Tung et al. [19S2]. Miles abo includes 

cubic nonlinearity. Gear & Grimshaw [1983] extend the theory to the second 

orde!; (in a)- Compressibility was accounted for by Long & MOrtOn [1966], Shen 

[1966, 1967], Shen & Keller [1973]. Grimshaw [1980/1981] and Miesen et 31_ 

[1990a]. Long &: Morton only consider a mode tha.t i$ entirely due to the 

compressibility and that disappears in the limit of incompressibility. The theory 

of Shen and Shen &: Keller is very difficult to compare with solitary wave theory 

for incompressible fluids. Grimshaw, who uses a Lagrangian formulation of the 

problem, also considers compressibility of the fluid to some extent, but it does 

not connect well to the theory for incompressible fluids. Miesen et I'll. are the 

first to give a theory for a fully compressible fluid, generalising the theory of 

Gear & Grimshaw [1983] for an incompressible fluid, also allowing the 

background quantities to vary with the height in the fluid. For recent reviews of 

the theory of intemal solitary waves see Grimshaw [1982] and Rcdekopp [1983]. 
A compact review of the theory of solitary wa.ves in shallow fluids is the one by 
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Grimshaw [1986J. See also the books on nonlinea.r wave theory by Karpman 

[1975] and Whitham. [1974]. 

Until nOw we have only discussed the "classical" shallow-water solita.ry 

wa.ve theory. Benjamin [1967] and Davis & Aerivos [1967] were the first to 

discuss the problem of internal waves in a stratified layer of fluid that is 

contained in an infinitely deep fluid. These waves have dispersion properties that 

differ from the waves in Bhallow water, and instead of the Korteweg-de Vries 

equation they are therefore described by an equation which is now called the 

Benjamin-Davls--Ono equation [Ono, 1975]. A solitary wave solution of this 

equation was :Gtst given by Benjamin [1967J. This solution is called an algebraic 

sOlitary wave. The influence of compressibility on these waves has been 

considered only by Grimshaw [1980/1981], who also has given a second-order 

theory [1981], and by Miesen et al. [1990bJ. Important experiments in which 

classical as well as algebraic solitary waves are studied have been carded out by 

Koop &; Butler [1981) and Segur &; Hammack [1982J. 

Observations of solitary waves in the atmosphere, though less detailed 

than in oceans [e.g. Gargett 1976, Farmer 1978, Haury et at 1I"l79, Osborne & 
Burch 1980, Apel et al. 1985, Liu et al. 1985, Lil,l 1988, Ostrovsky & 
Stepanyants, 1989], have been frequent since 1978 [Christie et 301. 1978, 1979, 

1981, Clarke et al. 1981, Shreffier &; Binkowski 1981, Goncharoy & Matveyev 

1982, Stobie et al. 1983, Doviak & Ge 1984, Pecnik &: Young 1984, Haase &; 

Smith 1984, Noonan &; Smith 1985, Bosart &; Sanders 1986, Lin &; Goff 1988, 

Shutts et al. 1988]. These observations include phenomena. like "the Morning 

Glory" and undular bores, that can be explained in terms of solutions of 

nonline::u: wave equa.tionS for internal waves. 

In chapter 1 of this thesis an introduction is given into the linear theory 

of acoustic gravity waves (see also the books by Phillips [1966], Hines [1974J, 

GO$$M'd &; Hooke [1975], Lighthill [1978], Yih [1980J, Yeh & tiu [1972], Holton 

[1972J, Kato [1980]. Gill [1982], Turner [1983], and the reviews by Yeh and Liu 

[1974] and JOnes [HI78)). Frequently used approximations like the Boussinesq

and the hydrostatiC approximation are discussed in chapter 2. In chapter 3 two 

integrals of the equations of motion for a compressible flow are derived and 

formulated in terms of the displacement of streamllnes and the perturbation of 
the temperahue. These two equations describe the flow exactly jf it is two-

dimensional and stationary in a horizontally moving frame, the background 
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properties of the flow depending on the vertical coo~dinate. In the limit of 

incompressibility they reduce to Long'S equation [1953J. In the chapters 4 and 5 
the corrections, due to the compressibility, for solitary internal gravity waves in 

shallow and deep fluida, respectively, are discussed. 

At the end of this introduction we will indicate the reasons for the 

interest in atmospheric solitary W'We6. Ji'rom the academic point of view they ate 

an interesting nonlinear wave phenomenon in a non-homogeneous medium. 

Furthermore they pla.y an important role in the explanation of meteorological 

phenomena like the already mentioned "Morning Glory", undulat bores and 

clear-air turbulence. These waves also cause a wind-5hear hazard to airplanes, 

so that an a.ccura.te description of the dynamics of these waves is necessa.y to 

estimate pos~ible risks [Christie & Muirhea.d 1983a,b and Doviak 1988J. Because 

internal solitary waves do not disperse and are dissipated very slowly they can 

transport energy iI.lI well as momentum over large distances. As such they are of 

interest to the general dynamics of the atmosphere. 
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CHAPTBlI.l 

LINEAR ACOUSTIC GRAVITY WAVES 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although of the rich variety of wave phenomena physicists are familiar 

with, it seems that gravity dependent wave phenomena in fluids are not common 

property of them. Therefore we will give in this chapter an introduction into the 

theory of these waves. We will restrict ourselves to linear theOry, because it is 

simple, it h"5 been developed farthest, it describes almost all basic properties of 

acoustic gravity waves and because it is the I?oint of departUre of most non

linear theories. A linear theory, for any kind of waves, implies that we consider 

disturb<.nces so wea.lc: that in the equations describing these waves, we can view 
their amplitudes as small quantities, whose products are negligible. 

To understand the quite complicated physics involved with these wa.ves 
we wlll separa.tely consider the different features dominating acoustic gravity 

waves, Le. the compressibility of the medium and the effect of the graVitational 
acceleration. To study the effects of the compressibility of a fluid we will 

describe in section 1.2 the theory of acoustic or sonnd waves. Section 1.2 is also 

devoted to the int~oduction of some elementary idea.s concerning wave 

pwpagation, like the phase velocity, the group velocity, the dispersion eqnation, 

and the polarisation relations. The effect of gravity is analysed in section 1.3 by 

conSidering so-called internal gravity waves, first when propagating along the 

interlace of two homogeneous fluids of different density, subsequently when 

propagating in a. continuously stratified fluid. Also in section 1.3 the concept of 
dispersion and the effects of the anisotropy of the medium, due to the presence of 

the gravitational acceleration, a.:e discussed. The influence of the compressibility 

of the fluid and the gravitational acceleration are combined in section 1.4 that is 
about the linear theory of acoustic gravity waves. 
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1.2 ACOUSTIC WAVES 

The propagation of acoustic or sound waves is governed by the balance 
between the inerlia and the compressibility of the fluid. We will neglect other 

properties of the fluid, like viscosity, heat conduction, inhomogeneities, and 
external forces including gravity, 'l'he validity of these assumptions is examined 

in textbooks on the subject, e-g- [Lighthill 1978]-

The theory of acoustic waves is based on the following (nonlinear) 
equations for a compressible fluid, [e.g. Gi111982, chapter 4]: 

Bt + p(V·u) = 0, (la) 

Du V PN= - p, (ib) 

D m;(pp-,) = 0, (lc) 

where 

D 8 
ill "" CIt + u·V_ (ld) 

The operator 8[ at deals with the local change of a quantity, while the operator 

u' V deals with the change of a quantity owing to its changing position in space 

(convection). 'l'he first equation is the weH-known equation of continuity, where 

P is the roass per unit volume and u = (u,v,w) is the vector velocity field. This 

equation relates the change of the density of a volume element to the velocity 

field, and describes the conservation of masS. The second equation is the 

equation of motion and is the application of Newton's second law of motion to a 
small fluid element, This demands that the product of the mass per unit volume 

p and the accelera.tion 

au N+ u·Vu (2) 

equals the force on the element per unit volume. When viscous stresses and 
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external forces are neglected, this force pe~ unit volume is Simply minus the 

gradient of the fluid pressl,ITe p. The third equation can be derived directly from 

the equation of sta.te of the fluid, fo~ isentropic motion in the absence of viscous 

or diffusive effects [Gill 1982, chapter 4). Here 7 is the ratio of specific heats at 
constant pressure and constant volume. 

We assume that the fluid is at rest and homogeneous in the absence of 

waves. Equations (1) are then linearised, Le. products of disturbances are 

neglected, according to the following scheme 

p(x,t) .. p~(z) + Pl(X,t), (3a) 

P(X,t) = Po(z) + PI(x,t), (3b) 

u(x,t) '" 0 + ub,t). (3C) 

where Po and Po are the mass per unit volume Md the pressure, respectively, in 

the absence of waves, and Pl, Pi> and UI are disturbances of ~espective1y the mass 

per unit volume, the pressure and the velocity field due to the presence of waves. 

Note that we have aSSumed that Uo = 0, Le., the fluid is at rest ill the absence of 

waves. The linearised equations (1) read 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4C) 

where the definition of what will prove to be the velocity of sound is 

(5) 

For perfect gases this can be replaced by [e.g. Lighthill 1978, chapter 1) 

(6) 
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where To i5 the value of the absolute temperature T in Kelvin in the absence of 

waves a.nd R is the gas constant, which is the universal gas COnstant divided by 

the mean mOlecular mass of the gas. 

Elimination of Ul and PI from (4) gives the following wave equation: 

(7) 

Similar equations apply to PI and to the components of the velocity 'Ill' This 

equation is characteristic for phenomena involving propagation through a 

homogeneous medium at a single wave speed c .. with energy conserved. A 

solution of (7), representing a. "plane wave" traveling with velocity Cs in the 

positive x--direction of a. cartesian coordinate system, is 

(8) 

Here f(x) is the form of the wave at time t = 0, while the waveform at a later 

time t has identical shape but is shifted a distance cst in the positive x-direction. 

In order to be able to compare sOme basic properties of acoustic waves, 

internal gra.vity waves and acoustic gravity waves, and to introduce conceptions 

like group velocity, polarisation relations and so on, we will consider a special 

solution of the kind given by (8): 

p( = A exp(i¢), 

'" = k·x- wt, 

(9a) 

(9b) 

where A is the a,mplitude of the pressure dlstu~bance, if> is the phase----function, 

k = (kx,ky,kz) is the wavevector, w is the (radian) frequency, and x is the spatia,l 

position in a. cartesian coordina.te system. The radian £requency w is related to 

the waveperiod T ... by 

(10) 

The magnitude k of the wavevector k is related to the wavelength ;\ by 
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k = ';,w/>. (11) 

The real part of solution (9) represents a sinusoidal wave. 

By substitution of (9) into the wave equation (7) we obtain the 

so-called dispersion equation, that relates the frequency of the wave w, to the 

components of the wave\'ector 1; 

(12) 

The phas~ velocity Cp is the velocity of a surface of constant phMe (e_g_ 

the wavefront of a monochromatic wave) normal to that surface, i.e. 

Cp := (&x/at. k)k/k2• (l3) 

By differentiation o{ (9b) with respect to time, for constant ¢ we find 

(14) 

or with the dispersion equa.tion (12) 

(15) 

Equation (15) implies that acoustic waves axe dispersionless, since waves with 

different wavenumbers a.ll have a phase velOCity with the ~W1e magnitude, cs. 

The group velocity cg is the velocity with which a wave pa.cket, Le. a 

superposition of solutions like (9), travels. Under, in general, mild conditions it 

can also be shown that wave energy is transported with the group velocity [see 

e-g- Lighthill, 1978, Yeh and Liu, 1974]. The group velOcity is defined by 

(Hi) 

From the dispersion equation (12) we find that the group velocity of acoustic 

waves is simply given by 

(17) 
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which is equal to the phase velocity, thus demonstrating the dispersionless 

character of such waves. 

The relations among the perturbation quantities Pb Pb 1,1[, vb and wI are 

called polarisation relations. They can be determined from (4) together with (9) 

pdP! = c~, 

ui/P! ;,= k/po· 

(18a) 

(18b) 

Equation (1Sb) implies that acoustic waves are longitudinal, since the fluid 

motion UI has the same direction as the direction of propagation of the wave k 

Thus for acoustic waves we find the simple ~it1,)ation depicted in 

figure 1. 

18 

k 

Fig. 1 For acouJiic waves, the wavenumber k, the fluid velocity 1,11> the 
phtMe velocity cp' and the group velocity Cg are all normal tQ planes of 
constant phase. 
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1.3 INTERNAL ORA VlTY WAVES 

We are all familiar with SUJ('jace gravity 'WaV~8, which are ordinary waves 

on the surface of, for example, a lake. These waves are controlled by the balance 

between a fluid's inertia and its tendency, under gravity, to return to a state of 

stable equilibrium with heavier fluid (water) underlying lighter (air). This 

tendency- is due to pressure differences caused by the ptesence of gravity. So in 

contrast with the situation for acoustic waves the restoring force for a displaced 

fluid element is brought about by the gravitational acceleration and not by the 
compressibility of the fluid. In the present section we will therefore ignore this 

compressibility. 

Suppose we have the case of a layer of fluid with a larger density PI 

underlying a fluid with a smaller density p~ and the effect of mixing ca.n be 
ignored. Along the interface of these two fluids there can exist waves that 

resemble surface waves in many ways and which are called internal wav~s. In 
fact, the theories 0:( surface gravity waves and of internal gravity waves become 

identical in the limit that the density of the upper fluid beCOmes very small (like 

that of air), and if the uppe~ £luid is assumed to extend ad infinitum. If the 

upper fluid does not have a. density that is much smaller than the density of the 

lower fluid, but the upper fluid does extend ad infinitum, the two theories are 

identical if in the theory for suIface waves the gravitational a.cceleration is 

repla.ced by a reduced gravitational acceleration gr [Lighthil11978, chapter 4.1)-

gr=~g. (19) 

The case of two superposed fluids of different densjties is a.ctually met, e.g. in 

many deep estuaries, such as Norwegian fjords, where river water moves 

seawards above the heavier salt water (figure 2). 

If a ship enters such an estuary it rnay experience a substantially 

enhallced drag. This extra drag is due to the generation of internal waves, even 

though the ship may make almost no visible waves on the free surface. That the 

shlp may generate internal waves but no surface waves is a consequence of the 

fact that the ship moves fast compared to the speed of internal waves and slow 

compared to the speed of surface waves, both with wavelengths related to the 
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Fig. 2 The generation oj internal waves by a ship travdling in two 
superposed lay~rs of fluid of different density. 

ship'S length. These lower speeds of the internal waves are due to the reduction 

of the effective gravitational acceleration, given by (19). 

If the density change between the upper and the lower layer is not 

confined anymore to a region small compared with the wavelength of the wave 

to be considered, we have a stratified fluid, whose density must be considered a 

continuous function of the height in the fluid. As can be ima.gined, internal 

gravity waves can still exist, since there is still a balance between the inertia of 

the fluid and its tendency to return to a state of heavier fluid underlying lighter. 

But in this case the waves are no longer confined to an interface between two 

fluids and 60150 propagation in vertica.l direction (the direction of the density 

gr6odient) will be possible. As will be seen these waves are not only dispeuive 

(the phase velocity varies with the wavenumber) but also anisotwpic: the phase 

velocity depends On the direction of propagation and the group velocity docs not 

have the same direction as the phase velocity. 

To gain a better (quantitative) understanding of the balance between 

inertia and buoyancy we consider an element of flUid at some hydrostatic 

eqUilibrium level Zo, in a fluid with density Po decreasing with height at a tate 

- dPo/dz. The mass t.m of the fluid element a.t Zo is 

(20) 

where /';. V is the volume of the fluid element. If we displace the fluid element 
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quasi-£tatic OVal a small vertical distance lis, it will be subjected to a buoyancy 

force 

(21) 

acthlg to return t.m to liD (figufe 3). Together with (20) and (21), Newton's 

second law of motion leads to 

dph(zo) A (A d~(gs) g --az lis il V = Po zo) L> V t . (22) 

Choosing the acceleration of gravity in the negative z-direction (cr. figure S), 

dPo(zo)/dz < 0 for a stably stratified incompressible fluid and hence (22) 

z 

g 

Fig. 9 

I 
I 
I 
I 

/is 

Pb 

The buoyancy force Fl;>. acting on a fluid, element due to it3 
displacemw:t over a vertic!!/ distance lis. 
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describes a harmonic oscilla.tor with a frequency "-'b. given by 

w6=_lL~i!.II. 
Po Oz· (23) 

This frequency is known a.s the Brunt-VaisaIa. frequency [V!isll.l& 1925. Brunt 

1927]. The Brunt-V1Usalii frequency is in fact the na.tural oscillation frequency of 

a stratified fluid. 

If the fluid element is somehow constrained to move at an angle e with 

respect to the vertical (figure 4). the force exerted on this fluid element will be 

the projection of the buoyancy Corce now given by 

(24) 

In this case the fluid element will therefore oscilla.te with a frequency w, given by 

22 

Fig. 4 

I 
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______ L~ 

The pr"j(;ction of th~ buoyancy force Fb. acting on a fluid 
element due to itJ di$placem~nt ower a vertical distance oz "" 8a case. 
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(25) 

Hence the Brunt-VaisIH! frequency defined by (23) is the maximum frequency of 

oscilla.tions in a stratified incompressible fluid. 

We will now give a. mOre formal treatment of the propagation ot internal 

gravity waves in an incompressible non-rotating fluid. Like we did in section 1.2 

for acoustic waves, we start with the continuity equation, with the equation of 

motion, and with an equation of state, but now for an incompres$ible fluid and 

with gravity. Heat conduction and viscosity are still neglected so that the 

following equations apply, [e.g. Phillips 1966, Gill 1982, chapter 4]: 

Bt=o, (260.) 

Du P TIT = - Vp + pg, (26b) 

V·u=o, (:l6c) 

where the vector gravitational acceleration g -- (O,O,-g) is directed downwards 

(figure 3). The (act that a velocity vector field is divergence free in an 

incompressible fluid, a.s stated by (2Gb), expresses the solenoidal property of the 

velocity field [Lighthill 1986, chapter 2A). This property is equivalent to the 

assertion that the volume of a fluid elernent does not chalJge by its motion as can 

be seen from the equation of continuity (la) and (26a). 

Again, fOr simplicity, we assume that the fh,lid velocity is zero in the 

absence of wa.ves, i.e. l1g = O. If Uo = (uo(~),O,O) the a.nalysis already becomes 

complicated, e.g., [Booker and Bretherton 1967, Holton 1972, Kelder 1987). 

Equations (26) are Iinearised using (3). From the equation of motion (26b) we 

find for the density Po ILnd the pressure Po in the absence of waves 

(27) 

i.e. the hydrostatiC balance. Together with the law iOJ; a perfect ga.s 

p = pRT, (28) 
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we obtain 

dpo/Po = - dz/H, (29a) 

where H is called the scale height and is given by 

H = RT/g. (2gb) 

It may seem to be a. contradiction to assume that the fluid i$ incompressible and 

to use the law for a perfect gas- However, it is to be expected that this is correct 

if the velocity of the flu~d is small compared to the velocity of sound (this wiU be 

shown in section 3.3). Integration o[ (29a) from a reference height zo, at which 

Po(za) "" Poo, to an arbitrary height z yields 

(30a) 

and with (28) 

(30b) 

For a constant scale height (30a,b) become 

Po = Poa exp[(zo-z)/H], (31a) 

Po = Poa exp[(zQ-z)JH]' (31b) 

Poa = Poo/(RT) = Poo/(gB) (31c) 

Now we have evaluated the continuously stratified basic state of the 

fluid, we proceed with the linearised equations [or the perturbations PI, PI and 

UI, that can be obtained by substitution of (3) in (26)_ This gives 

(32a) 
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(32b) 

(32c) 

where (32a) ~presses the fact that changes or density at a fixed position are due 

to the bodily displacement of the mean density structure and are 900 out of 

phase with the vertical velocity. After elimination of the perturbation quantities 

PI, Ph ul and VI from (32), the following wa'l'e equation is found: 

(S3) 

where 

(34) 

The Btunt-Viii~a frequency as defined by (23) generally depends on z. Using 

the expression for the equilibrium density (30b), (23) and (33) become 

respectively 

c.i '" (g/H)(l+dH/dz) (35) 

(36) 

H the scale height H is not a constant the coefficients in the partial differential 

equation (36) depend on E, and (36) can be solved analytically only for pa.J.'tkular 

H{z), e.g. [Daniels 1975). 

However, in the present analysis we will confine ourselves to the case 

that the scale height H is a constant and the fluid is exponentially stratified [cf. 

(Sl)]. In that Case plane wave solutions, like in the analysis for acoustic waves, 

are possible. From (36), together with (9), we obtain the following di$persion 

equation for internal waves in an incompressible fluid with constant scale height: 

(S7) 
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here ~ "'" g/H is a const<!.nt, and kl = ki + kg. The complex va.luedne~s of this 

dispersion equation, although the medium is assumed to be completely lossless, 

will be discussed in the sequel. 

But first (37) is examined if I k~! ) l/H, an assumption tht is almost 
<!.lw<!.ys ju,tified for oceanographic a.pplkations rOt vertical wavelengths up to 

hundreds of kilometel;s. In that case (37) becomes 

(38) 

which is equivdent to (25). 
If this approximation cannot be made, one is forced to consider complex 

w, kx> ky or k~ in order to satisfy (31). The choice or real or complex w, kx, ky 
and kt depends on the problem at hand and the initia.l Or boundary conditions 

associa.ted with the problem. For example, if the problem of interest is concerned 

with imperfect horizonta.l ducting, k.l may become complex to show leakage of 

enetgy from the duct. Usually the forced osdlla.tion case is considered for which 

wand kJ. are reaL For (37) to be satisfied, k. has to be complex in th<!.t case. Let 

(39) 

where k •. t and k •. l are real. Substitution of (39) into (37) gives 

(40a) 

(40b) 

w here k~ is defined il.$ 

(4l) 

Equation (40a) implicates that the dependence On z of the field 

quantities pilPo, pt/Po> and ttl has the shape 

exp(z/2H) • e:cp(ik •. r~» (42) 
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which gwws exponentially with height. Note that the averaged energy density of 

a wave with fixed real frequency must be independent of time at a fixed position. 

For an atmosphere whose properties vary only with z this means that the 

vertical component of the energy flux dOe!! not depend on z, I.e. the average 

value of P1Wj "" Po(p!lPO)Wl \s independent of z [Lighthill, 1978, chapter 4.2]. 

This requires that the average value of pi/po and WI vary with z as exp(z/2B), 

so tha.t kz must be complex a.lthough the medium is losless. The growth of the 

amplitude of internal waves shown by (42) aCCOunts for the importance of such 

waves in the interpretation of atmospheric and oceanographic disturbances. It 

also accounts for the importance of nonlinear effects, what this thesis is about. 

The phase velOcity for (intemal) waves is given by (14), while the group 

velOcity can be determined from the dispersion equa.tion (40b) with the 

definition (16). We find 

/ 
/ 

/w/Wb"2Hkl 
/ 

--r----~- - - 0 

1 
2 

(43) 

Fig. 5 ni$p~rsion diagrnm for internal gravity wa"!les in an 
incompressible stratified fluid with eonsuml scale height Rand 
Brunt-vais1ila frequency wt.. 111. th" diagram the n(lrmalill~d frequ60cll 
w/wt. is shown as a function of the no7m(Ll'i$~d horizontal wavenumber 

Hki , with the vertical wavenumber as a pammder (Hkz•r "" 0, 1/2, 1, 2). 
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We should note several things now. First of all, by comparing (14) and 
(43), and since the frequency of internal waves is always smaller than the 

Brunt-ValsaHi frequency, which we already noted after (25) and which can 

easily be seen from the dispersion equation (40b), the horizontal component of 

the group velocity hs the same sign and the same orientation as the horizontal 

component oC the phase velocity. Furthermore it is easily seen that the sign of 
the vertical cOmpOnent of the group velocity is opposite to the sign of the 

vertical component of the phase velocity. The latter implicates that if an 

internal wave SOurCe radiates energy upward, the phase propagation of the 

generated waves is directed downward! Finally from (H), (4Gb) and (4.3) we 

deduce that the magnitudes of the vertical components of the group and the 

phase velocity are equal under the condition kz•r ::I> l/H, a.nd tha.t the group 

velOcity is perpendicUlar to the wavevector in that case. 
From (32c) we immediately see that internal waveS are transverse, since 

k· Ul = 0, i.e. the fluid motion is transverse to the wavevector. Thus for internal 

waves we find the sit nation depicted in. figure 6. 

From (32) together with (9) the polarisation rebtions ate found to be 

given by 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(44c) 

(44d) 

Conclusively, as we have shown in this section, the gravitational 

acceleration int:toduces an anisotropy in the fluid system. This anisotropy has 

some remarkable consequences, like, fot eJCample, the opposed directions of the 

vertical components of the group and phase velocity and the, in this case 

exponential, growth of the wave's amplitude with height. 
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Fig. 6 For internal gravity waves in an incompressible fluid with 
constant aellill height the wavenumber k and the phase vdocity Cp are 

perpendiculllr to planea of CO"Mtant phase, and the fluid 1Idocity Uj is 
paralhl to plo,nea of co1t3tant phase. The vertica! components of the 

phMe velocity and the group velocity have opposite directions. If thff. rell.! 

part of the verticlll wavenumber is much !arger /han one over the scale 
height, i.e. the vertical wavelength is much smaller than the scale height, 
then the group velocity is parallel to planes of co1t3tant phase. 

1.4 ACOUSTIC GRAVITY WA YES 

As the heading of this section says, the effects of compressibility and of 

gravity will now be combined to study the propagation of hydrodynamic waves 

in a compressible stratified fluid in a gravitational field. 

From what we have learned in the two preceding sections, we might 

anticipate same of the characteristics of such waves. Since compressibility causes 

acoustic waves to be longitudinal and gravity causes internal gravity waves to be 

trllnsversa.l, we might expect waves in a compressible stratified fluid to be 
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neither of them. Furthermore, as we hase seen, intern<lol gr<lovity waves only exist 

with frequencies smaller than the Bnmt-Viisli.lli. frequency. Therefore a.coustic 

waves are likely to be modified substantiaJ.ly by gra.vity, only if their frequency 

is not too large compared to the Brllnt~VMsa.la, frequency. On the other hand, if 

the frequency of a wave is very small so that the fluid's velocity is much smaller 

tha.n the speed of sound, compressibility will be of minor importance, and the 

waves are expected to be essentially internal gravity waves. 

As will be shown, the definition of the Brunt-Vli.isa.la. frequency is also 

changed by the compressibility of the medium, since in the derivation of (23) the 

fluid was assumed to be incompressible and therefore the effect of adiabatic 

expansion or compression of a fluid element was absent. 

The dispersiOn equation for acoustic gnwity waves will of course be of 

fourth order in the wave frequency, indicating the existence of two modes, i.e. a 

"gravity" mode and an "acoustic" mode. The group velocity of the waves, which 

ca.n be determined from the dispersion equation, will be even mOre complicated 

than the One for internal gravity waves, given by (43). 
Now let us quantify these ideas by combining (i), describing acoustic 

waves, with (26), describing internal gravity waves: 

i* + p(V.u) = 0, (45a.) 

Du V Pm= - p+pg, (45b) 

ik(pp"i) '" o. (45c) 

Using the pcrtUl."bahon scheme (3), the follOwing linearised equations are 

obtained: 

(46a) 

(46b) 

(46c) 
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From these equations the following wave equation Can be derived, d. Appendix 

A, [Pekeri$ 1948, Lamb 1916 or Jones 1976): 

(47) 

where also (27) was used and XI and the Brunt~Vil.isilli. frequency for a. 

compressible atmosphere Wg [ef. (23)] are defined by 

(48) 

(49) 

Again, as in section 3 of this chapter, we ha.ve obtained a. wave equation with 

coefficients depending On z that can be solved analytically for special R(z) only. 

We have also found the B);unt-Vhlsala frequency for a compressible 

atmosphere, given by (49), and which can alternatively be written as [cf. (35)] 

wi"" (gjH)(l + dH/dz) ~ g2jc~, (50) 

where we hve used (29b) and (30b). As Ca.n be seen by comparing (49) to (23), 

or by comparing (50) to (35), compressibility of a medium reduces the 

magnitude of the Brunt-ViiisaIii, frequency. From (49) we can also see that for a 

COmpressible fluid to be sta.bly stratified it is required that 

!.oMit ~ - Po uz:-;;' c; (51) 

In order to obtain a. dispersion equation in an easy way we will assume 

the scale height H to be constant. The coefficients of the wave equation (47) are 

constant in that case and plane wave solutions are possible. We then obtain the 

following fourth-order dispersion equation for such acoustic graVity waves in a 

oompresBible fluid [e.g. Hines 1960] 
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(52) 

where 

(53) 

and we used that 

(54) 

which follows from (6) and (29b). Now the definitions (39) and (41) a.re used, 

which imply a z-dependence of the field quantities given by (42), consistent with 

energy considera.tions given a.fter (42). The dlspel;sion equa.tion (52) becomes 

(55) 

where the a.coustic cut-off frequency Wa is defined by 

(56) 

The na.me-giving of w .. will become clear in what follows. 

In the limit that the gravitational acceleration g approaches zerO, the 

dispersion equation (55) for acoustic gra.vity waves reduces to the disperSion 

equation (12) for acoustic waves, II.S can be seen from (29b), (53) and (56). Both 

the acoustic cut-off frequency a.nd the Brunt-ViUsiil! frequency become zero in 

this ca.se. In the limit tha.t the fluid becomes incompressible, I.e. the quotient of 

the speCific heats becomes infinitely large, or, to put it differently, if the velocity 

of sound becomes infinitely large, the disperSiOn equation (55) reduces to the 

dispersion equation (40b) for internal waves. In this case the Brunt-Vi!.isil.la. 

frequency for a, compressible stratified fluid, given by (49), appJ:oa.ches the 

Brunt-Vaise.li frequency for an incompressible stratified fluid, given by (23). 

From the foregoing we can conclude that acoustic gravity waves with 

frequencies larger than the acoustic cut-off frequency are a.coustic waves 

modified by gravity and that acoustic gra.vity waves with frequencies smaller 

than the Brunt-VaisaHi. frequency (for:). compressible fluid) are internal waves 
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modified by compressibility. The dispersion equation (55) can be visualised in 

several ways as shown in figUl;es 7 to 12, where for 7 the value 1.4 was used 

which applies to dry aU. 

';"==-=-::::::==""" 0 1 
2 

o 

Fig. 7 Dispersion diagram for aco'lL3tic gravity waV~$ in a compreaaible 
stratified fluid with constant scale height H and Brunt-vliisaza frequency 
wg. In the. diagram th~ no;malis~d frequency w/Wg is shown as a function 
of u"e normalised horit;ontal wav~n"I.Lmber Hk-l' with the vertical 
wavenumber as a para;meter (Hkzjr = 0, 1/2, 1, 2). Also shown are the 
acoU$tic limit w '" Csk.L' the a;coustic C'Ut--off frequency wa and the 
resonance at the STUnt-Vliisalii frequency. The regions of propagation of 
a;coustic gravity waveS are hounded by the curves jor which k;;,r .", o. The 

value 'USed for 'Y is 1·4· 
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o Hkz,r 

Fig. 8 Dispersion diagtam for o,coustic gravity wa:lIe$. The normalised 
frequency wi wI! i$ shown as a fundion of the real part of the normalised 
vertical wavenumber Hkz ... with the normalised horizontal wave1/.umber 
Hk.l as a parameter. 

For the sake of completeness. we also give the group velocity of a.coustic 

gravity waves, calculated from its definition (16), together with the dispersion 

equation (55); 

(57) 

For g -+ 0 this reduces to the group velocity for acoustic waves (17). and for 

c. --> OQ (57) reduces to the group velocity for internal waves given by (403). 
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o 2 

Fig. 9 Wavenumber diagram for atolL$tic gfcwity waves. The real part 01 
the normalised vertical wavenv.mber Hkz.r is shol1m. versus the normalised 
horizontal wavenumber Hk.L. with the normalised Inqv.ency of the wave 

wlwg as a parameter. Note the difference in shape olthe turves /()r which 
wlwg < 1, and/or which wlwg > walwg ~ 1.1. 

The polarisation equations are found to be [Pekeris 1948]: 

(58a.) 

(58b) 

(58e) 

(58d) 
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(58e) 

where 8x!/ 8z -- ikzXI and dcUdz = 0 if the scale height H of the fluid is a 

constant. 

N 
c: 

2~----------~~-T----~~--~ 

o 2 

Fig. 10 Indicatrix for acoustic gravity waves. nz = c,;kz,rl w is shown 
1Jersus n.l. = cskJJw with the normalised. jrequeMY Ill/Illg tUJ a parameter. 
The arrows i/lu.strate the directions of the phase velocity (p) and oj the 
group velocity (g). 

1.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter some basic properties of acoustic gr<tvity waves have 

been reviewed on the basis of the linear theory of these waves. We have seen 

that these waves exist in a compressible fluid, strati£ed under gravity. Such a 
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fluid has ~ natural oscillation frequency, which is called Brunt-VaisaJa 

frequency. 

Waves that ate called acoustic gravity waves can in fact belong to two 

roodes. Waves belonging to One mode are acoustic in nature, are modified by 

gra.vity iIJld have a cut-off at a frequency that is usually slightly larger than the 

Brunt-Vitisalii. frequency. Waves belonging to the other mode are internal waves 

modified by the compressibility of the fluid, This mode has a resonance at the 

Brunt-Vii.isUa. frequency. 

Basic ideas like phase velocity, group velocity, wave equation, di$pe~sion 

relation, and polarisation relation have been introduced. 

<II 
OJ ... 
N 
a. .... 

Fig. 11 Ray surface for acolUltic gramty wav~s. The normalised vertical 
component of the gr07.J,P velocit!l cg,z/Cs is shawn veraus the narmalued 

horizontrll part of the group vdocit!l cg,llcs 'With the normalised 
frequency wi Wg as a parameter. 
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c:i. 
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Fig. 12 

2 

Wave normal surface for a.coustic gravity waves. The 
norma.lised phase velocity in the z-direction cp.z/c. ;;;; w/Ck •. rcs) is shown 
versus cp . .J.!cs == w/(k1-c.) with the normali$~d period w/Wg as a 
pa.rameter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

2.1 IN'l'RODUCTIQN 

10. chapter 1 we have given an intrOduction into the (linear) theory of 

acoustic gravity waves. Thi$ was done by linearisa.tioll of the equations 0:£ 

motion and assuming a monochromatiC plane wave solution of these linea.rised 

equations. Of course the equations of motiOIl (1.1), (1.26) and (1.45) already 

suppose several approximations. In section 2 of the present chapter we will give 

equations of motion that- are more general in the sense that they a.ccount for 

rotation, viscosity and heat conduction of the fluid. In section 2.2 we will also 

give some crude conditions under which these general equations of motion reduce 

to (lA5), Le. they reduce from the Navier-Stokes equations of motion to the 

Euler equations of motion. In section 2.3 the hydrostatic approximation is 

discussed. This is an approximation ill which the vertical acceleration of the 

fluid is neglected. The hydrostatic apprOXimation will be shown to apply to 

waves with f:r:equencies small compared to the Brunt-Vliishl1:i. frequency and with 

small aspect ra.tios; the aspect ratio being the quotient of the vertical and the 
horizontal scale of the wave. In section 2.4 the frequently used Boussinesq 

approximation and the conditions for its validity are analysed. This is done for 

the application of the Boussinesq approximation to linear waves, I.e. waves with 

infinitesimal amplitudes, as well as for its application to nonlinear waves. 

2.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

2.2.1 Navier-Stokes equations 

'l'he continuity equation or mass conservation equation (1.1a) is derived 

and discussed by, e.g., [Gill 1982, section 4.2] Or more generally by [Eatchelor 

1967, sections 2.2 and 3.1]. This equation is fundamental in all problems 

involving fluid motion. 

The momentum equation for a viscous fluid in a coo.dinate system 
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rotating with angular velocity [} reads [Batchelor 196'7, section 3.2 and section 

3.3, Gill1S82, section 4.5] 

p ~ + 2pO"u + ~xx - !PV\ n.x1 2 = -Vp + pg + J.tv[V 2u + j-V(V ·u)], 
(1) 

where J.tv is the dynamic coefficient of viscosity. The second term on the 

left-hand side of this equation is the Coriolis force per unit volume. It is called 

after Coriolis [1835] who discussed it, togethe. with the third and fourth term on 

the left-hand side. These two terms will be neglected because n Can be 

considered constant and the potential due to the rotation is always very small on 

earth {Gill 1982, section 7.4] To obtain (1), the assumptions have been made 

that h is a constant independent of temperature and that the ratio between li'v 

and the second coefficient of viscosity in the non-isotropic part of the stress 

tensor is -2/3- This puts an upper limit to the temperature variations in the 

fluid for which (1) applies. 

The heat, Or (internal) energy equation {Gill 1982, section 4.4] for a 

viscous, heat conducting, perfect gas may be written as a.n equation for the 

entropy: 

(2a) 

where the function .:! is related to the net production of entropy- Now consider 

the various terms combined in this function, namely 

(2b) 

where q is the he~t flux due to particle conduction a.nd ;{ represents the Sum of 

all the heating sOurces. The heat flux q may be written 

q",-kVT, (2c) 

where k is the thermal conduction tensor. The heating term P in (2b) roay be 

writteIl 
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(2d) 

where d{ v is the viscous dissipation ~ate and J{ w is the wave heating term. The 

viscous heating is 

(2e) 

where elj = {}u1/ {}xj + {}uj/ {}xi> is the rate of strain tenso~. The wave heating 
contdbution to J{ is not well-known. It is orten assumed to be uniformly or 

proportional to the density. 

2.2.2 Viscosity and thermal conductivity 
In order to estimate the importance of viscosity and thermal 

conductivity in the equations of motion we introduce a characteristic mass 

density Pc, a timescale tc and a lengthscale I, which, e.g., can be the wavelength 

of a wave or the scale height of the fluid. From (1) we see that viscosity Ca.n be 

neglected in the momentl,llIl equation if 

(3) 

which is equivalent to the condition that the Reynolds number is much larger 

than OIJ,e. The kinematic viscosity, which is equal to Ilvl p~, has a value of lO"e for 

water, of approximately 1.4.10-5 m~/$ for air "t 1000 mbar (at the earth's 

surface) [List 1951, table 113] and a value of about 1.8 m~/s for air at a height of 

86 km. Using the dispersion equation (1.55) to estimate P/tc, we find that 

viscosity can be neglected in the momentum equation for :much of the a.coustic 

gravity wave spectrum, at least in the lower atmosphere. FOI a more detailed 

study of the effects of viscosity and thermal conduction we refer to Pitteway & 

Hines [1963]. 
In the energy balance (2) the viscous dissipative terms can be neglected, 

as argued by Spiegel & Veronis [1960]. It can also be Seen that viscous 
dissipation contributes negligibly to the heat equation by noting that the 

propOrtion of the viscous terms and the left-hand side of (2) scales with 
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(4) 

where we used the law for a perfect gas (1.28), that "t = ep/cv, where cp is the 

specific heat at constant pressure, and the £act tha.t Tic > 104 fOr acoustic 

gravity wa.ves. For water cp is of the order 103, while for air it is an order one 

quantity. 

Using (1.28) we find that heat conduction can be neglected in the heat 

equation (2) if 

(5) 

which is equivalent to the condition that the Fourier numbel: is much sma.ller 

than one. Since the thermal diffusivity k/(cpp) is 1.36 times the kinematic 

viscosity, according to the kinematic the<lry of gases, heat conduction can be 

neglected in the heat equation under the same conditions under which viscosity 

can be neglected in the momentum equation. 

2.2.3 The earth's rotation 

An obvious condition under which to neglect rotatiOn of the fluid would 

be that the ch,tracteristic time scale of the phenomenon to be studied should be 

much sma,ller than the inverse ma,gnitude of the angular velocity, i.e., 

(6) 

An other COndition, under which ~otation can be nElglElcted, that is often used is 

that the Rossby number is much smaller than one [Houghton 1977]" 

However, in this SUbsection we want to examine the conditions 

necessa,ry to neglect the earth's rotation in the description of gravity waves 

somewhat bette!". Therefore we will derive and study the dispersion equation for 

interna,l waves in a, rotating fluid. For simplicity the compressibility of the fluid 

is neglected. This will not alter the conditions under which rotation can be 

neglected, because internal gravity waves fot which the earth's rotation is of any 

significance have frequencies much smaller than the Bru!l.t-VlI.isa.1a. frequency 

and for such waves compressibility can be neglected if Wo is replaced by Wg 
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[chapter 1]. 

The rotation of the earth can de modeled by taking n in (1) in the 

z--<l.irection, with magnitude f/2 [Gill 1982, section 7.4]. Here f is the CoriQli~ 

parameter, which is equal to 2sinrJ> times the earth's angular velocity, where <p is 

the latitude. If this is used, the equations of motion for intemal gravity in an 

inviscid rotati;u.g lluid oocome [ef. (1.26)]: 

Bf-t - 0, (7a) 

p~~{v=-~, (7b) 

P&:+ {u = -~, (7c) 

Dw ~ P ITt = - z ~ gp, (7d) 

V-u'" o. (7e) 

Proceeding like after (1.26) gives the wave equation [d. (1.33)]: 

(8) 

Assuming an isothermal fluid, I.e. a constant scale height, gives instead of 

dispersion equation (1.40b) the following dispersion equation: 

(9) 

A diagram for this dispersion equatiOn is given in figure 13. From this 

diagram and (9) it is clear that, due to the rotation of the fluid, there is a 

cut-ofi at w "" £ and dispersion properties of internal gravity waves with 

frequencies near the Coriolls parameter are modified. By comparing (9) to 

(1.40b) we find the following condition for rotation of the fluid to be neglected: 

[klr + (2H)-2J/kl < ~/f? (10) 
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This implies that both the ratio of the vertical and the horizontal wavelength of 

the wave and the ratio of 411" times the scale height and the horizontal 

wavelength should be much larger than f/%, i.e. the aspect ratio of the wave 

~hould be much la.rger than f/l4>. From (9) these conditions can be seen to be 

equiva.lent to the condition w') f [cf. (6)]. 
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Pig. 13 Dispersion diagro,m for int~rna.l gmvity waves in 0. rotating fluid 
(SOlid lines) and 0. norrrotating fluid (dashed lines) with CO'Mtant 8cale 
height Hand Erunt- Vliisa/a frequency w~ [replacing "'b in (9)J. In the 
diagram the normalised frequency w/wg is shown ver$1J..1 the normalised 
horizontal wallentlmber Hk.l.' with the. vertical wavenumber as a 
parameter (Hkz,r = 0, 1, 4). To show the effect of rotation clearly we 
have chosen the ratio of f/wg to be 10'[, which is correct for the. abyssal 
part of the ocean whe.re. Wg ~ 10-3• However, for the. upper part of the 
oeean and the. e.arth's atmosphere. (at a iatittlae. of approximately 450) a 
value of 10-4 for f and of 10-2 for tUg applie..'J. Note the cut-off at w/wg = 

£/Wg = 0.1. 
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2.2.4 Euler equa.tions 

In the previous subsections we have considered the conditions for which 

the effects oC viscosity, thermal conductivity and rotation can be neglected. If all 

these effects Call be neglected and no heat sources are present, the Navier-Stokes 

equations of motion, Le. (1.45a), (1) alId (2), become the Euler equations of 

motion (1.45). In the next section we will consider two further Simplifications of 

these equations that are frequently used in studying phtmomena in stratified 

flows: the hydrostatic appro:rimation and the Boussinesq approximation. 

2.3 THE HYDROSTATIC AP~ROXIMATION 

In the hydrostatic approximation the vertical acceleration of the fluid is 

neglected. This amounts to the neglect oC the left-hand side of the vertical 

component of the momentum equation (1.4Sb). In this section we will study the 

conditions and the implications of this approximation in a rigorous way by 
adopting a. consistent way of bringing the equations of motion into a. 
dimenSionless form. 

As we will see this approximation applies to waves with frequencies 
much smaller than the Brunt-Vaisala. frequency and small aspect ratios. 

Anticipating on these conditions we will make the equations of motion (1.45) 
dimensionless using a kind of convective scales. Howeve~, since we are dealing 

with a stratified fluid a little care is needed. Because the waves to which we 

want to apply the hydrostatic approximation, have frequencies much smaller 

than the Brunt-VlUsaJa. frequency, their velocity field multjplied by the mass 
density must be almost divergence free as can be seen from the continuity 

equation (1.45a), Le. 

V·(pcu) z 0, (11a) 
or 

(l1b) 

where !l.$sumed that v = 0, which Simplifies the discussion a little_ Note that (ll) 
is used only to adopt a. consistent scaling. From (11) we see that the derivative 
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of the horizontal velocity u with respect to a horizontal coordinate x must be of 

the same order of magnitude a.s the derivative of the vertical velocity w with 

tespect to the vertical coordinate z or as the vertical velocity w divided by a 

typical scale height, depending on the fact which of the last two quantities is 

largest. A. balance between the second and the third term in (llb) is, for acoustic 

gravity waves at least, not possible, because that would require that the second 

term is real, i.e- that the vertical wavenumber is ima.ginary. Note that the 

horizontal and the vertical sca.le are not necessarily the same So that we have to 

introduce different hOl:izontaJ and vertical scales. These considerations lead to 

the following dimensionless order one quantities, if the undisturbed or 

background velocity of the fluid is assumed to be zero, 

x = x/I, ; '" z/h, 

~= [~)w, 

(12) 

where h is a characteristic vertical scale of the wave and smaller or equal to the 

cha.ra.cterhtk scale height H G, C! is a dimensionless measure for the amplitude of 

the disturbance, Co is a typical velocity, and Zl is the scale on which the 

background density varies. Using the hydNsta.tic balance 

dPo/dz + gpo = 0, (13a) 

or 

(13b) 

the equatiOns (1.45) for two-dimensional ~otion become 
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(14a) 

(14b) 

(14c) 

(14d) 

where we have dropped the hat5 and 

D & 
TIt '" or + cr(u-V), (ISa) 

(lSb) 

and we have chosen Cc as 

(16) 

From (14c) we see that the vertical acceleration of the fluid can be neglected if 

the aspect ratio of the motion is small. The hydrostatic balance then also holds 
for the perturbation pressure and density. The hydrostatiC approximation is 

therefore COrrect provided that 

(17) 

and 0: S 0(1). This will prove to be a very important condition in chapters 4 and 
5. 

Now the dispersion equation in the hydrostatic approximation is 

examined. Therefore we linearise (14) by assuming that the wave's amplitude is 

very small, i.e. 0: < 1. Furthermore an isothermal basic state is assumed. In that 

case c~ = n,H and He = H are constants and piJl dpo/dz i = -1 (dimenSionless 

variables). Bquations (14) become 
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fu h Of + Po(V-u) -:u: PoW = 0 .. 

Some algebra similar to that leading to (lA7) gives the wa:ve e(luation 

{)2 (i12w + h aw] + W h i1=!l {j2w - 0 
0f17JZT Haz Cc R '"t 7JXT - , 

where one should note that 

-- • h" L L. 

8(Pow)/{}z '" -nPow + Po fNI/{}Z, 

(18a) 

(lSb) 

(lSc) 

(18d) 

(19) 

because we assumed Po to vary on the scale H, and w on the scale h [et (12)]" 
Returning to dimensional quantities, (19) together with (12), (16), (1-53) and 

(1.54) gives 

(20) 

In the same way as we obtained the dispersion equations (l.<I,Ob) and (1.55) we 

nOW find from (20) 

(21) 

If we compare the dispersion equations (21) and (1.55) we may note 

several things. First we note that for the hydrostatic approximation to be valid 

the condition 
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Fig. 14 Dispersion d;o.grum for internal gravity waves in a ~ltratified 
fluid (dashed lines) and for Buch a fluid in the hydrostatic approxim.ation 
(solid lines) with constant scale height H and Bront-V1Hsal~ jrel[U~ncy 
wg• In the diagram the no17TH1.lised jrel[Uencll w/ Wg is shown versus the 
normalised horizontal wavenumber HkJ.' with the vertical wavenu.mber as 
a parameter (Hk •. r = 0, I, 2). 

(22a) 

should be satisfied. This is equivalent to (17). Futthermore we note the 
condition 

(22b) 

Condition (22b) implies that the hydtostatic approximation eliminates the 

acoustic mode, although the important correction to the Brunt-VB.i$alii 

frequency, due to the compressibility of the fluid, is retained. This is so, since Wg 

in (22) is defined by (1.53). In (1.55) w' can be neglected because ",2 ( wl [ef. 
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(22b)]_ Another thing to be noted is that the hOrizontal group velocity in the 

hyd~ostatic approximation, 

(23) 

i$ determined by the value of k~.r only. So, if kz.r is determined by certain 
bounda~y conditions in such a way that it is fixed (chapters 4 and 5), the wave 

shows nO dispel,'sion (figu:re 14). This implicates tht a low frequency acoustic 
gravity wave packet will not disperse, but will maintain its shape. 

2.4 THE BOUSSINESQ APPROXIMATION 

2.4.1 Histonc note 

In this section the Boussinesq app~oximation in its application to 

acoustic gravity waves is discussed, 'l'his approximation is attributed to 

Boussinesq [1903], but, !IS noted by Eckart & Ferris [lS56]. a simila~ 

approximation of the equations of motion was al;r:eady introduced by ObeJ:beck 

[1879J. In fact "Boussinesq approximation" is a collective name for several 

different approximations used in studies of convection, gravity waves and other 

phenomena in fluids with density variations_ To illustrate the original form of 

the Boussinesq approximation [Boussinesq, 1903], we rewrite (L4Sb) in the form 

(24) 

where we have used (1,3), subtracted the hydrostatic balance (1.27) from (1,45b) 

and divided by Po' ln (24) the ratio pi/po appears twice: on the left-hand side in 

the inertia term, On the right-hand side in the buoyancy te~m_ When 

disturba.nces are small it is clear that the density variations in the inertial term 

are of little importance_ However if the cha.ra.cteristic time scale is long enough 

so that the inertia. of the fluid is less important, the density variation in the 

buoyancy term will be essential to many problems. 'l'he original Boussinesq 

approxima.tion nOw consists of neglecting variations of density in so far as they 
affect inertia, but retaining them in the buoyancy terms, where they occur in the 
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combination gpd Po. When viscosity and diffusion are included, variations of 

fluid properties are also neglected in this approximation. Note that the equations 

of motion are still nonlinear in the Boussinesq approximation. 

2-4;.2 The linear Boussinesq el).uatioru! for incomp~essible fluids. 

Before we consider the Boussinesq approxi.rnation for nonlinear proble.rns 

(2.4.3) and for compressible flows (2.4.4) we will first study the Boussinesq 

approximation for an incompressible inviscid fluid, assuming that perturbations 

are sma.ll enough a.nd nonlinear terms can be. neglected. 

The linearised Boussinesq equations for an incompressible, inviscid :fluid 

are [d. (1.32)] 

(2520) 

au 1 n. 
~""--VPI +I::..lg, 
tit Po Po 

(25b) 

(25c) 

Now the additional assumption is made, which is often included in the name 

"Boussinesq approximation", that density deviations from a standard density are 

smi.!.U so that 

1 8f a [ill Po" Tz ;>; Fz Po • 

where fl is a pe.turbation quantity UII PI or PI' This implies that 

(26a) 

(26b) 

i.e. that the characteristic vertical length scale of the perturbation is much 

smaller than the scale height. For a.coustic gravity waves this condition, which is 

in fact a kind of W.K.B. apprcOOmation [Frllman & Froman 1965]. is always 

satisfied for deep sea conditions but can be restrictive for upper sea and 

atmospheric applications. 
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Assuming that differentiations with respect to y are ~ero, which is no 

10s5 of generality because the equations are linear and th.:J:ee-dimensional 

solutions can be obtained from superposition of two-dimensional solutions [Yih 

1980, seCtiOn 2.41, a streamfunction 'I/J is introduced as 

u=_lJlIJ 
CfZ' 

w= 8-if; 
Ox' 

(27a) 

(27b) 

so that (25c), r€qui~ing that the velOcity field is divel;gence free, is identically 

satisfied. Using (25), elimination of PI from (25) gives 

where 

831/.1 rp-if; EID 
0flli7 + ~ + g $: = 0, 

BP_!:!l8l/J=0 
19t g IlX ' 

(2811.) 

(28b) 

(29) 

and wl is defined by (1.35). From (28) we find the following wave equation 

~[~+~] +~~ =0, (30) 

Assuming an isothermal atmosphere and a plane wave solution (1.9) the 

following dispersion equation is found 

(31) 

Comparison of this dispersion equa.tion with (1.37) and (1.40) shows two 

consequences of the approximation (26). Firstly, for w < Wb the vertical 
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wavenumber is real !lOw because wand k.l have been assumed real, so that the 

exponential growth of the field quantities, given by (1.42). is neglected_ This 

consequence can be corrected for afterwards by scaling the perturbation 

quantities with N,u2 [Lighthill 1978, section 4.2, Turner 1973, section 1.3], 

giving an improved Boussinesq approximation. This can be understood in terms 

of the energy considerations given after (1.42). Secondly, the dispersion 

properties of the waves are changed. This consequence is of no COnCern provided 

that 

(32) 

whiCh is somewhat more general than (25b). 

2.4.3 The Bonssmesq appJ:oximation for nonlineu problems 

We will now study the Boussinesq approtimation for incompressible 

inviscld fluids in a mOre rigorous way. Although the Bouss}nesq approximation 

sometimes works sUrpdsingly well in fluids with large density variations its 

validity depends very much On the type of flow considered. In the theory of 

internal solitary waves, for example, certain nonlinear terms are retained whkh 

are of the same order as those neglected in the Boussinesqapproximation, and 

the whole phenomenon depends On the consistent inclusion of all terms to this 

order [Long 1965, Benjamin 1966, Miesen et al. 1989]. 

If we consider incompres6ible two-dimensional flow it is profitable to 

introduce again a streamfunction, defined by (27). Elimination of p from the 

momentum equation (1.26b) and using (27) gives: 

p{ W:tXt + Wnt + '¢x(WXXl+'¢:ZZ) - W~(Wnx+ifxzz)} + Px{ '¢;r:t - WzWxx 

+ ifx'¢x~} + PZ{ W~t - """'xz + '¢x'¢n} + gpx = 0, (33a) 

where we ha.ve denoted differentia.tiOns as subscripts. Equation (1.26a), together 

with (27), giVe!! 

(33b) 
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If we use again that 

P = Po + PI, 

P '"" pt/po, 

where Po = Po(z), we find from (33) 

(l+p{¢xxt + ¢zzt + ;/Jx{'/JJ(xz+Wuz) ~ Wz('¢XXlO:+V!X~Z)} + ~qV!>:t -W.tPxx 

+ iJ'x'f/i)(z} + {:o. - (1+p)wg/gH V;zt - .pz.pxz + tPlCV!~~} + gpx = 0, 
(Ma) 

(34b) 

where cq, is defined by (1.23). Note that there is as yet no restriction on the 

magnitude of p. 
The vadables a.re now made dimensionless and of order one in 

magnitude: 

x 
)( =1' 

z 
Z =]i' 

h 
~ = T' (35) 

whete I and h are the cha.ra.cteristic horizonta.l and vettical lengths cales of the 

wave phenomenon, CI i~ a mea.sure fot the amplitude of the wa.ve, H~ is again a 

characteristic value for PoU}Polaz)"I, (J and f are parameters and X, ~ a.nd p are of 

order one in magnitude. How to make t dimensionless can be seen from (31) and 

the definition of cq, (1.:13): 

(36) 

where we assumed that h ~ tJ (I) and that the dispersion equation (31) is still 

valid to some apprOximation. To make ¢ dimensionless and O{l) we note that 

(28b), together with (35) and (36), give~ 
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(37) 

So we define 

(38) 

ilgaiJi. assuw.ing tht h ~ 0(0. Using (35), (36) iUld (38) we find from (34) 

(39a) 

(39b) 

whe~e we have dIOpped the hats. Note that r4,Hc/g '" 1 for an isothermal 

atmosphere and otherwise of magnitude One. 

Ey comparing (39) with (28) we find the following conditions for the 

Boussinesq apprOximation for a.tmospheric gravHy waves to be valid 

(40) 

The condition f3 < 1 is equivalent to (26b), but the condition IX ( j3 is mOre severe 

than the normally used condition IX ( 1. So for example if H = 10km, gravity 

waves for which h '" 1 km and IX "" 0,1 cannot be treated in this Eoussinesq 

approximation because the nolllinear tennS in the equations cannot be neglected. 

We note that the condition IX ( t3 is consistent with the condition a/h ( 1, given 

by Long [1965] for a linearly stratified incompressible fluid, where a is the order 

of the aroplitude or the displacement 'TJ of a streamline. This Can be seen by 

noting that for an incompressible fluid 
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(41) 

$0 that a = (J [.8 *J and therefore 0: « (J provided that * <[ L 
Another implication of the use of the Boussinesq approximation is, that 

to obtain a solution of (39) we have to expaud I/J and p not only in 0: but also in 

(J (and if ~ <: 1 also in !) [Long 1965], e,g. 

(42) 

where the first index gives the order in 0: a.nd the second index gives the ordeJ;' in 
(J- We then choose a as 

(433.) 

where n = 1,2, ... so that indeed (l « (J when /3 « 1. Then the following expansion 

is possible 

(43b) 

FOr an isothermal fluid the equations for termS of the first order in /3 beCOme 

vJlxxt + '¢lzzt + PIx = 0, (44a) 

- W~ + flIt = 0, (44b) 

which is of course equiva.lent with (28). The second order equations are 

tP~xxt + tP~zzt + p~x - tPlzt = 0 (45a.) 

- <P2X + fl2t = 0 (45b) 

The form of higher order equa.tions depends on the value of n. The results of this 

paragraph are especially important in the study a.nd interpretation of nonlinear 

pheIlOmena. a.ssocia.ted with internal gravity waves. 
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2.4.4 The B011Ssinesq appro:rimatioll for a compressible fluid. 

In order that the Boussinesq approximation is valid for compressible 

fluids, additional conditionS are necessary. These conditions amount to the 

assumption tha.t the fluid can be considered incompressible except in the 

definition of the Brunt-Vaisiilli. frequency and they can be inferred by writing 

the equations of motion for a compressible inviscid fluid (1.45) :t$ 

V.u = _.!Ri 
pDt' 

Du V Pm = - p + pg, 

~ l~ 
Dt" = qU'f' 

(46a) 

(46b) 

(46c) 

and comparing these equations with the equations of motion for an 

incompressible fluid (1.26). Under the same condition that nonlinear terms can 

be neglected for an incompressible fluid, they can be neglected for a compressible 

fluid as can be seen by introducing the scaled variables (35), (36) and (38) into 

(46) and using (33). We then obtain the following linear equations for a 

compressible fluid: 

(47a) 

(47b) 

(47c) 

I! the tight-hand side of (47a,c) can be neglected, these equations are 

equivalent to the linearised equations of motion (25) for a.n incomp:reSSible fluid. 

The conditions for which this is correct are found by introducing the scaled 

variables (35), (36) and (38) into (47)_ We find that the two terms on the 

right-hand side of (470.) a.re O[Il:f(g/Hc)1I2J, whereas the left-hand ~ide of this 

equation is O[Il!(g/HJ1I2/.Bl. This means that the right~ha.nd side of (47a.) can 
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be neglected if fJ " 1, which is the same condition oM the condition fo~ the 
BousSinesq approximation fot an incompressible fluid. The neglect of the first 

term on the right-hand side of (47a) means that changes of perturbations take 
pla.ce on such a long time scale that the rate of change of the perturba.tion 
density negligibly affects the equation of continuity. Neglecting the second term 
is just equivalent to the assumption (26) that leads to the Bonssinesq 
approximation. 

The first term on the right-hand side of (47c) is O(O!.B€(g/Hc)1!~Pol, 

where we used (4 7b) to find the correct scaling for p I and we used that 

c~ = O(gHc)' Again, by comparing it to the first term on the left-ha-nd side, this 

implies that this term can be neglected, under the sarne condition 1,IDder which 

the Boussinesq approximation is valid for an incompressible fluid. Neglecting 

this term means that the density changes resulting from pressure changes at a 
fixed level, allowed for by the compressibility of the fluid, are much smaller than 
the denSity changes due to the vertical displacement of the fluid. However, the 

second term on the right-hand side of (47c) is of the same order as the second 

term on the left-hand side of (47c), as can be seen from the hydrostatic ba.lance, 

the expression for the velocity of sound (1.54) and the definition of the scale 
height. Therefore the second term on the right-hand side of (47c) cannot be 

neglected. As we will see, retaining this term only changes the Brunt-VaislUa 

!.requency from its incompressible value (1.23) to its compressible value (1,49). 

This correction, due to the compressibility, is by no means small. For an 

isothermal, atmosphere, for example, it changes the value of the Brunt~Vaisala 

frequency by a factor {( ,),-1)11]112 ;:; 0.53. Another way to put it is that we 

account for the compressibility of the fluid by using the potential density instead 

of the density Po in the equations (25) fat an incompressible fluid [Turner 1973, 

section 1.2 and 1.3, Spiegel & Veronis 1960j. 

Thus in the Boussinesq apPJ;'QJI:imation for a compressible fluid the 

iinearised equations of motion become 

V·u. = 0, (48a) 

Po ~ "" - VP. + P~, (408b) 
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(4Sc) 

This leads to the wave equation (30) with Wg replacing "'b, and eo to the 

dispersion equation (figure 15) 

(49) 

Comparing (49) to (1.55), we. do not only find condition (32) but also the 

condition 

(50) 

---.-
0.2 " .... 

Fig. 15 Dispersion diagram for internal gtavity waves in a stratified 
fluid (dashed lines) and for such II fluid in th~ Sous8inesq appro;rimation 
(solid line$) with constant scale heiSht H and Brun~Vaisiilii frequency 

wg• In the. di",gram the no171lalised frequency wi Wg i9 shown versus the 

normMiBed horizontal wavenumber Hk.1' with the vertical wavenumbe, as 

Ii pa.r",meter (Hkz,r = 0.2, 1, 2). 
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which can be seen to be satisfied using (49) and (32), and the fact that wgH/c. is 
of order one. 

As we can see from the dispersion equation (49) sound waves have been 

eliminated from the equations of motion by the Boussinesq approximation. This 
is obvious since from the discussion after (47) we know tha.t the two main effects 

goveming the propagation of sound, i.e. the local density change associated with 

the compressibility and the effect that this density change affects the divergence 

of the velocity field, are neglected in the Boussinesq approximation. 

2.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we ha.ve introduced the (Navier-StOkes) equations of 
motion for fluids. The conditions for which viscosity and thermal conductivity 

can be neglected have been given and these conditions apply for most 

atmospheric and oceanographic a.pplications with respect to acoustic gravity 
waves. 

The influence of the rotation of the earth on the dispersion of internal 

gravity waves has been studied briefly. From this study it is clear that the 

rotation of the earth can be neglected if the aspect ratio of the wave i~ much 

larger than f/l.J.lb;:; 10'~ and that this condition is equivalent to the condition that 
w) f (h 10"4). 

The hydrostatic approximation, in which the ve~tical acceleration of the 

fluid in the momentum equation is neglected, is shOwn to be valid for internal 

gravity waves with small aspect ratios ha.ving frequencies much smalle~ than the 

Brunt-Vli.isala. frequency 
The IMt approximation conSidered in this chapter is the Boussinesq 

approximatiOn. After a historic note, in which the origin and the ambiguity of 

the nalIle of this appro)dmation is pointed out, the conditions for its validity for 

an incompressible fluid are considered. These conditions require that the ratio of 

the characteristic vertical scale and the scale height is very small, and that the 

relative density perturbations are much smaller than this ratio. This last 

condition is equivalent to the condition that the relative diSplacement a/h or a 

st~eamline in a. fluid of depth h is much sma.ller than OM, and that the relative 

denSity difference throughout the part of the fluid we want to desc:ribe the W<J,ve 
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in is also much ~ma.llet than one. If the Boussinesq equations are to be applied to 

a compressible fluid the additional condition that the wave's frequency is smaller 

than the Brunt-Vliis2lli. frequency is imposed. This implies that the acoustic 

waves are not described by the Boussinesq equations. In general one should be 

careful using the Boussinesq approximation, especially if other small effects a.l;e 

retained, since its validity may depend strongly On the specific problem to be 

studied. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INTEGRALS OF MOTION 

3.1 INTROnUC'l'lON 

In this chapter we will adopt an approach by Long & Morton [1965] to 

obtain two integrals of the equations of motion for a compressible fluid. 

Togethe{ with certain boundary conditions these integrals are transformed to 

equations for the vertical displacement of a streamline and for the perturbation 

of the temperature, in a quasi-Lagrangian coordinate system. In the limit of 

incorupressibility these equations are shown to be equivalent to equation (8) of 

Gear & Grimshaw [1983], which is in fact Long's equation [Long 1953]. 

3.2 INTEGRALS OF MOTION 

The geometry we consider i$ shown in Fig. 15. There is a steady flow 

bounded below by a rigid boundary at z = 0, and above by either a free surface 

or a rigid boundary at z "" h. The horizontal coordinate x is the coordinate in a 

frame moving horizontally with the phase speed c of the wave. At Ixl = 00 the 

flow is horizontal with speed - c := uo(z) - c and has a density profile Po(z). 
Finally, in what follows we will adopt a quasi-Lagrangian desc;iption of the fluid 

motion. Accordingly, all quantities are considered to be functions of z, Le. the 

height of a streamline far upstream, and x. The vertical displacement.,., == 'I/(x,z) 

of a streamline is determined by z· "" z + 'fI, where :to is the Eulerian vertical 

coordinate. 

The equations describing the motion of an inviscid compressible fluid are 

dlscussed in chapter 2 of this thesis [e.g. Gill 1982, or cf. (1.45)]: 

(la) 

Du 
Pm==-VP + pg, (lb) 
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(lc) 

where p is the density, p is the pressure, u = (u,v,w) is the velocity, g is the 

gra.vitational a.cceleration EOinting in the negative z'--direction, "t is the ratio of 

specific heats, V == (~'~'W) and 

D a 
ITt = CIt + (n.V). (ld) 

Here x, y. a.nd z' are the Cartesian (Euleria.n) coordinates. We nOw define the 

potential density ii by 
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(2) 

h 

z 

Fig. 16 The geometry: II steady flow bounded below by a rigid boundary 

(l.t z == 0, and above by either a free sur/ace or (I. rigid boundary at z = h. 

The horizontal coordinate x is the coordinate in a frame m01Jing 
hDrizDntally with the phase speed c of the wave. At I x I z::: 00 tJr.e flow is 

horizontal with speed -c: =uo(z) -c and has a density prQfilepo(z). 
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The potential density is the density of a. fluid parcel if its pressure is increased 
(or decreased) a.diabatically from p to p_ In case of adiaba.tie motion we can see 

from (le) that ii is a conserved quantity; p is a. con~ta.nt which we may usign 

a:bitra:rily_ With the assumption of steady, two-dimensional motion, and with 

the definitions 

1 
(J := ::y::r' 

equations (1) become 

V·(P/<1U ) = 0, 

- dll -P Of'" - VP' + pg, 

*=0, 
where t1 '"" (u,O,w), V = [~,o,~], and 

Let us define 

p. - P' 
- Pcg li.' 

(3) 

(4) 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

(5d) 

(6) 

where Pc is a given 'value of p to be specified later lIlld he is a characteristic 

length. Then (Sa.) implies the existence of a. stream function ?/J, such tha.t 

up.O' = _lJ'I/J 
~., 
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wP'''''''~' (7b) 

In the li;nit that the fluid is incompressible, i.e. Cs .. 00 or "I .. 00, (J" -+ 0, the 

stream function defined by (7) becomes equivalent to the stream function for a.n 

incompressible flow defined by (2.27). That 'if; is indeed a stream function follows 

from the fact that 1,1 i~ tangent to the line I/J = constant, as can be seen using (7). 

Notice from (5c) that p = p( tfJ). 
From (5) to (7) we can obtain the following two integrab of the 

equa,tions of motion of an inviscid comp~e$sible fluid [Appendix B]: 

-L + ~~ [f+ gz.] "" H(",,), 
po'" p d'if; 

(Sa.) 

p. + pjht (f + gz*] "" L(I/I), (Sb) 

where 

(Sc) 

is the vorticity, 

(Sd) 

is two times the kinetic energy per unit ;na.ss and H( 1,/.') and L( ',It) are arbitrary 

functions, determined by the conditions far upstream. The equations (Sa) and 

(Sb) are in fact speclal forms of Bernouilli's equation and Helmholtz' vorticity 

equation for a two-dimensional compressible stratified fluid. 

If the upper boundary is a free surface, the boundary condition can be 

fOund by conSidering the streamline coinciding with this boundary. Along this 

streamline the following q1,lantity is constant [Yih 1980] 

gz' + ,q2 = constant, for z "" h. (9) 
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Thls in laet means that the perturbation pre$~ure is ~ero at a free surface, as can 

be seen from (8b). 
The equations (8) and (9) for V\1I:,lI') and P'(x,z') can be transformed to 

equations for 

1')(x,z) =:/:" - z, (lOa) 

(lOb) 

where z is the Lagrangian coordinate and P(z) is the value of P' far 
upstream. From (2), (3), (6), (lOb), (1.6) and (1.28) we find 

6(x,z) "" W-1, 
=T/Ta-l, 

where the velOCity of sound Cs is the value of ("fP/p)1I2 far upstream, Le. 

(WO/PO)1/2, and TD is the temperature far upstream. The equations for 'I(x,!:) 
and 6(x,z) are [Appendix C): 

(lla) 

(Ub) 

with the boundary conilitions 

'1 = 0, for z = 0, (l1e) 

(lId) 
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where j = 0 or 1 for a rigid or a. free upper boundary, respectively. Note that 

from the definition of the potential density (2), the hydrostatic balance (1.27), 

the definition of the velocity of sound and the fact that the potential density is a 

conserved quantity [see (5c)], we can see that the Brunt-Vaisala frequency for a. 

compressible fluid, defined by (1.49), is given by 

(12) 

Equa.tions (11) describe the inviscid $t~q,d1J two-dimllnsitJMl ctJmpressiblt flow 

exactly. As long as all the streamlines originate upstream the constants of 

integration [Appendix B] H("p) and L("p) can be determined from upstream. 
conditions [Appendix C]. Equation (11) is the equivalent for a compressible £low 

of (18) of [Gear and Grimshaw, 1983] for an incompressible flow. This can be 

seen by letting c .... 00, Le. "1 .... 00 and (I .... O. 

3.3 THE HYDROSTATIC AN)) 'l'liE :aOUSSINESQ APPROXIMATION 

In the present SeCtion, OnCe again, the hydrostatic and the Boussinesq 

approximation are discussed. Note that as yet we did not use any approximation 

to derive equations (lla,b), which describe two-dimensional steady motion, from 

(1). Since we are now dealing with only two equations, (lla,b) respectively, 

instead or four [d. (2.14), (':L2S) and (2A8)], it is easier to make a thorough sca.le 

ana.lysis Of the two-dimensional steady compressible £low. Therefore the 

following dim.ensionless quantities a.re introduced [d. (2.35)]: 

x 
)(=1' 

t 
Z =]i; ~= a7n' 

h 
~ = l' 

(13) 

where i, i, ~, S, p, c, Pzt (C2)Z2 are dimensionless and of order one and ~h ~2' PI, 
/32 and f are parameters. Equa.tions (lla,b,d) become 
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+ li91PuC2+.82P(c2)d{ 11z+t1+1~t)~7]n + iUil[(1+a26)2<J-IJ} == 0, 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(14c) 

whe~e we have dropped the hats and defined a Richardson number R. = gh/q. 
Assuming that disturbances are small, i.e. 

(15) 

these equations become, correct to the lowest Older ill tut expansion with respect 

to crt and 0:2, 

pc2
[ t

211xx + l1zz + ~8:] - f31RPzlTJ + [PiPztC2+P2P(c2)d[ TJz+q~8] = 0 

(16a) 

(lab) 

(16c) 

Making the hydrostatiC approximation implies that we assume that the 

aspect ratio f of the disturbance is small, so that the first term in (16a) can be 

neglected. Note that in that case all differentiations with respect to )I: have 

disappeared from the equations and therefore the x-dependence of the solutions 
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r} and Ii is not determined by these equations. This also means that the waves 

show no dispersion with respect to the horiwntal wavenumber (ef. (2.23)]. 

Using the Boussinesq approxima.tion for a compressible Quid means in 

the first place that the compressibility can be neglected except in the definition 

of the Brunt-Vaisa.Ia. frequency. Since u '" 0 for an incompressible fluid but 

order one for a compressible fluid, neglecting the compressibility in (16a) 

requires 

(17a) 

In the second place, in the Boussinesq approximation the basic density and 

velocity are a.ssumed to vary on a much larger scale than the vertical sca.le of the 

wave. This implies that 

{51 < 1, (17b) 

Because R ~ 1 in a.ll stable cases, the free boundary condition (16c) or (lld) 

ttlcomes a rigid boundary condition in the Boussinesq apprOximation. 

From (16b) and the definition of R we find that the condition (l7a) is 
satisfied if gh/c~ < 1. With the definition of c~ this can be seen to be equivalent 

to the condition PI < 1. The conditions for the Boussinesq apprOximation are 

therefore at « 1, (3. « 1 and fJ2 « 1 [ef. (2.40) and (2.41)1. 

3A SUMMARY 

In this chapter we ha.ve derived two equations, I.e. (11a,b), from the 

(nonlinear) equations of motion without using any approximation. These two 

equations describe a compressible steady two-dimensional flow, if there are no 

closed streamlines, in terms of the displacement of a streamline J7(x,t) and in 

terms of the relative temperature perturbation 6(x,~). These equations also have 

been used to discun once again the hydrostatic and the Boussinesq 

a,pproximatlon-
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERNAL SOLITARY WAVES 
IN COMPRESSIBLE SHALLOW FLUIDS 

4..1 INTRODUCTION 

Internal solitary waves in incompressible stratified fluids have been 

studied extensively [e.g, Benney 1966, Benjamin 1966, 1967, Grimshaw 1981, 

Gear & Grimshw 1983]. l£ the fluid can be considered shallow, i.e. if the depth 

of the fluid is much smaller than the wavelength, the solitary wa.ves are 

described, to the first order in the wave amplitl,lde, by the KOlteweg-de Vries 

equation. In that case they ha.ve the characteristic "sech2" profile, phase speeds 

that vary linearly with the wave arnplitl,lde and wavelengths that vary inversely 

with the square root of the wave amplitude. 

The effects of the compressibility of the fluid are discussed to some 

extent by only a few authors [Grimshaw 1980/1981, Long &: Morton 1966, Shen 

1966, 1967, Shell & Keller U173). The panmeter that measures the effect of the 

compressibility is given by h/{-rHc} or gh/c~, where h is a vertical scale typical 

for the vertical structure of the wave, He is a vertical scale typical for the 

stratification of the fluid, r is the ratio of specific heats, g is the magnitude of 

the gravitational acceleration, and C. is the velocity of sound. For oceanographic 

obsel:vations [e.g. Liu, Holbrook & Apel 1985] this parameter is always smaller 

than 10-3, and compressibility effects can be n€glected. However, in the 

atmospheric case [e.g., Lin & Goff 1988, Pecnick & Young 1984, Stobie, Einaudi 

& Uccellini 1983], where h can be the total height of the ttoposphere, the 

parameter that meil.liures the effect of the compressibility is an order One 

quantity. EveD. if this parameter is small, but '"( is of order of magnitude one (r 
for air is 1.4), the compressibility of the fluid can ha.ve important consequences 

[Grimshaw 1980/1981). 

In this chapter a theory {or a. fully compressible fluid is presented, that 

represents a generalisation of the thoory fur solitary waves in incompressible 

shallow fluids as presented by Gear & Grimshaw [1983). In the limit of 

incompressibility, i.e. C:! .... 00, our results reduce to the results of their paper. 
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Before we proceed with compressible fluids, the theory for soHtary waves 

in incompressible fluids, correct to the fir~t order in the wave amplitude, i~ 

reviewed briefly. For that purpose we consider an inviscld, incompressible fluid 

with a background density profile Po(z) and a background velocity profile uo(z), 

bounded below by a rigid boundary z = 0, and above either by a free surface 

whose equilibrium position is at z = h, or by a rigid boundary at z = h. Here, II 

is a (Lagrangia.n) vertical coordinate, and x shall be a hori20ntaJ coordinate in a 

fra.me moving with the phase speed c of the wave. Furthermore, the basic state 

is assumed to be stable, I.e. stably stratified (chapter 1) and with a Richardson 

number larger than t. Weakly nonlinear long waves in ~hallow fluids are 

characterised by the equality of two small parameters 01 en e2 "" (hjlf, where a 
is a measure of the a.mplitude of the vertical displacement 'Ill of a streamline due 

to the solitary wave and l is the hori2:ontal scale of the wave. The equality of 01, 

which is a measure for the nonlineiUity of the problem, and f2, which is a 

measure for the strength of the dispersion of the wave, represents the balance 

between nonlinearity and dispersion that is characteristic for solitary waves. 

Thus, we let I)t = aA(X)tp(z), where X = ~;X;, and rp(z) is the modal function 

describing the vertical structure of the wave, normalised to 1 at its maximum. It 

satisfies the following linear eigenvalue problem correct to c1(E2) [Gea.r & 
Grimshaw 1983J: 

(PoC~({'z)z + P~:.itp = 0, {or 0 < Il < h, 
tp .. 0, for 'Ii = 0, 

rp - jc3'Pz/ g '" 0, for z -- h, 

(Ia) 

(lb) 
(lc) 

where Co '" c~ - u~(z), :.ib .. (~gpo~/po)tn is the Bn,mt-Vll.islila. frequency for an 

incompressible stratified fluid and the subSCripts z denote derivatives. The 

va.riahle j takes the value 0 or 1 according to the upper boundary being rigid or 

free, respectively. The eigenvalue to be found is co, i.e. the lin(l(l.r long wave 

phase speed. We shall assume for simplicity that there are nO critical layers and 

so c~ is not zero for any value of~. From the equations correct to the first order 

in the wave amplitude an integrated form of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is 

found that determines the amplitude A(X) and the correction e~cl to the linear 

long wave phase speed Co [Benney 1966, Gear & Grimshaw 1983J: 
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- cF\A + YtA2 + IIAx'#. '" 0, 
A(X) - a. sech2(X/l), 

CI ". p,a/(3)'), Pa. = 12v/p,. 

(2a) 
(2b) 
(2c) 

The coefficients A, J.' alld v ale known in terms of the modal function \0(:11) and 

are given by [Gear & Grimshaw 1983] 

h _ 
). .. 2 J PacQtp~ dz, 

o 
h _ 

/.I = 3 I pocatp! dz, 
a 
h _ 

11- I Pac~r~. 
o 

(Sa) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

In the lIext section (section 4.2) we will give the analysis that leads to 

the analogy of equations (1) to (3) for a. compressible fluid. In section 4.3 we 

discuss th{ee special cases: (1) there is 110 background shear flow and the 

Brunt-Vii.isiWi. frequency is constant; (II) there is no background shear flow aJld 

the Brullt-VaisiUii. frequency is constant for 0 < z < d and zero for d < z < h, 
forming a simple model or an inversion layer; (III) the background shear flow is 

linear and the Brunt-Vaisaill. frequency is constant. For the last caSe only the 

eigenvalue problem is discussed. In (II) the Boussinesq approxima.tion is made, 

which also implies thlLt the upper boundary can be considered rigid [section 3.3, 

Gear & Grimshaw 1983J. The validity of this approximation, also if it is used for 

(I) and (III), is discussed in connection with the effects of the compressibility. 

Since the analytical expressions obtained for the special cases are complicated, 

soroe numerical results are also presented. 

4.2 ANALYS1S 

4.2.1 The linear problem 

We will start our analysis fo~ a compressible fluid from the equations 

(3.11) and seek solutions of these equations with the following asymptotiC 

expansions: 
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c = co(z) + f2C1 + ~4C2 + .'" 
11 = f~I71(X,Z) + e41]2(X,Z) + ... , 
6"" f

161(X,z) + e462(X,z) + ... , 

where 

1/1 = A(X)tp(z), 
X= ~x. 

At leading order we find from (3.11a,b): 

(jical'l1:)~ + ,0"'1111 + (QpCaOI)2 = 0, 
SI = u-1(ci ~ (3)-1 (c311lz - g1]l)' 

(4a) 
(4b) 
(4c) 

(4d) 
(4e) . 

(Sa) 
(5b) 

Equations (4d) and (5), together with the boundary conditions, give a.t leading 

order, the following eigenvalue problem: 

[pc~ d'eJ; -_gtp] + pwi'P = 0, for 0 < z < h. 
c~ - ca ~ 

'P = 0, fOr z = 0, 

Ip - jc31p./g = O,for z = h, 

where [ef. (3.12) and (1.46)] 

(6a) 

(6b) 
(ec) 

(7) 

is the Brunt-V1U31Ua frequency for a. compressible stra.tified fluid. In the limit of 

incompressibility (c. -j 00), (6) reduces to (1), Le. the eigenvalue problem for the 
incompressible fluid. 

In terms of POCl), (6a) can be written as 

which, if c~ 0( ci and (c~)z/(c3)~ 4: cUit )$ (2.15a.) of Grimshaw [1980/1981J: 
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(9) 

Before we continue to the next order in ~2, we shall discuss the 

differential equation (8) briefly. If the fluid is almost incompressible the last 

term of (8) is smaller than the first two terms. From the first two terms of this 
equation, i.e. the differential equation if the fluid is incompressible, we see that 

cVc~ is of O(h2w§jcn = O[h2/C'lH2)], where h is a typical vertical scale of the 

modal function !p. If'l = 0(1), equation (8) can, correct to a(h/H) = O(P), be 

written as 

(poC~!p.)z + Pow~iO - Po ~ (cn. [~iOz -~ 10] 
- PQ (c~)z[~!p} + 0«(32) = o. (10) 

If furthermore I (en./ei]. ~ R"I, which is true for most practical circurmtances, 

(8) becomes 

(11) 

If also I (cn.Jc~1 $: H-I, e.g. uo(z) = 0, then 

(12) 

a.nd the differential equation IOI the modal function for a compressible fluid is 

the same,correct to the first order in the BoussiMSq parameter h/R, as the 

differential equation for an incomp:ressible fluid if the "compressible definition" 

for the Bru.nt~Va.isaJa. frequency (7) is used. 

4.2.2 The Korteweg-De Vries equation 

At the next order in E2 we obtain (Appendix D): 

[pea tin" - r12] + PW~1/2 + f~ = 0, for 0 < z < h, 
c~ - c ~ 

1/2 '" 0, for .z = 0, 

1/2 - jC~1/2.fg + jg2 "" 0, for z = h, 
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and the inhomogeneous terms f2, g2 ate given by 

and 

£2 = pcg17t:u + [2pcoclcHc~-ca)"2(ciTJ1. - gTJ1)l. 

- [pca[iTJiz + (cH3)·3[ca(M + (10'·4)cic3 + ica)1'/~z 
- gcH2cj + CUu)TI1TII~ + g2ci(1 + 10'01)1711]]', (13d) 

g2 = - 2COC1(cHn)"I(C~17lz/g - TJl) + ca[ic:i2(c~---c~ht~/g 
+ (ci-cij)-2[CaGci + GO'"4)c3 + ;catcD1/~z/g 
- (2cHcU U)1/1'1/12 + g(1+1<1-1)T/i1]. (l3e) 

'l'he solution of (13a,b) can be found by the method of variation of 

parlLmeters. In order that this solution sa.tisfies the second boundary condition 

(13c) it is necessary and sufficient that (Appendix E) 

o/{IJ1f:) exp[-/(g/CDdzl} dz 

+ {j'oc3ci(cH3)"\ Ii'.g. exp[- /"(g/cndzl} I "" o. (1';\) 
o .=Il. 

Equation (14), together with (13d,e), (6c) and after partial integra.tion, yields 

the following integrated form of the Korteweg-de Vries equation for A(X): 

).. '" /2PoCo(C~-ca)-2 (c~rpz-grp)2dz, (15b) 
o 

p. = ,h PocH3'Pi + (cHa)-3[c3(7c~ + (l/O'-8)cocj + 3c~)rp~ 
o 

- 2gci(2chc6!u)rpw. + g2cH2+1/0')'P2]}('Pz-grp/cndz, (11k) 
h _ 

y = , Poc3'P2dz. (15d) 
o 

Here we used that (Appendix F): 
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(16) 

If c~ ( c~, an assumption that is almost always correct for atmospheric 

applications, .\, J1. and v can be approximated by 

If the velocity of sound becomes inflnite, which means that the fluid is 

incompressible, the coefficients of the Korteweg-de Vries equation, given by (15) 
or (17), become equal to the coefficients for the incompressible case as given by 

(3) [ef. Benney 1965, or Gear & Grimshaw 1983]. Furthermore we note tht the 

res~ts (15) for the coefficients >., IJ and v differ from those of Grimshaw's 

[1980/1981] treatment of the compressible case. This is due to the fact that 

GrimShaw does include compressibility only partially and furthermore applies 

the BOll.ssinesq appIoximation, both of which we do not adopt (see Appendix G). 
The importance of the "compressibility correction terms" in (17) 

depends on the magnitude of the two parameters caJc§ = o[h2/(7R~)J [see the 

diSCUSSion before (10)], and gh/c~ '" h/(,),H), where hand H are the scales for the 

vertical structure of the wave and for the stratification of the fluid, respecti"l'ely. 

If i = 0'(1) and hjFI. <: 1 the last and the second term in (1711.) and the la.st two 

term~ alId the second term in (17b) can be neglected; 
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4.3 DISCUSSlON 

1.3.1 CASE I: Uniform stratification; Uo = 0, w~ = N2 

Here N is a constant, which means that the scalehei&ht of the 

atmosphere is a constant. This also means that the atmosphere is isothermal and 

the velocity of sound is a constant. For an isothermal atmosphere H is constant 

and the density i~ given by [et (1-30)] 

Pa( z) = p~ exp( -z/H). 

If we anticipate that ca.r; el, (6) becomes [see also (9)J: 

(Paipz)z + PaNlip/r;3 = 0, 
rp "" 0, for z '" 0, 

Ip = jcijl{)z/ g, for z = h. 

(19) 

(20a) 
(20b) 
(20e) 

This eigenvalue problem is the same as that for solitary waves in an 
incompressible shallow fluid, if our definition of the Brunt-VaJsalit frequency, 

i.e. (7). is replaced by its incompressible counterpart [cr. case (II) of Gear & 

Grimsha.w 1983]. Tha.t the consequences of this are by no means trivial is due to 

the fact that H in (19) cannot be repla.ced by g/N2, as {or a.n incompressible 

fluid. 

where 

The solution of (20) is 

tp = Mpii1l2 sin(rsz). 

c3 = N2/[ri+(4H2)-I], 

(21a) 

(21b) 

For a rigid upper boundary condition j = 0, 80 rsh '" S1l". and the s "" 0 mode is 

excluded. For a free upper boundary condition 

N2h2 
[ 2N2h 2 ] cij = = 1 -~ + O[(.B/2s?t) 1 ,s = 1.2 .... , 

6 11" gs If 
(22a) 
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and 

(22b) 

The s = 0 m.ode is the free 8urCa.ce mode, while the other modes are internal. 

Note that the decrease of the phase ~peed, due to the stratification of the :fluid, 

of the free surface mode compared to the phase speed of long surface waves On a 

shallow homogeneous fluid (gh)1/2 is approximately twice as large if the 

compressibility is taken into account. The eigenvalue r5 and so c~ can be 

obta.ined numerically very easily by means of the iterative procedure 

F(r!n+1l) '" h-I arctan[N2r!n)[g[r!!)J2+1/(4HZ)]- N2/(2H)] 0

1
] + 57f/h, 

n = 0,1,2, ... , (23a) 

r~OJ = 0, $ = 1,2,3, ... , (23b) 

rbO) :;; [N~/(gh) - (4R~)-lpn. (23c) 

The iteration is stopped when r~nJ I'j I~noll, whereafter Co is calculated from 

(21b). The constant Min (21a) is chosen so that the maximum value of I ~z) I is 
1. This value is attained at Zm, we find that 

(24a) 

and 

Mpf2 = [sin(rszm)]-I exp[-zm/(2H)] 

~ (_l)S'I[ 1 + [1-2m~:/g] 11/2 

[ 
r 2H2+} ] 1I2 

" riH2+!+J(N2Hj g)(N2HJg 1) exp[-zm/(2H)]. (24b) 

Notice that for an incompressible fhud N2R/g "" 1 but {or a compressible fluid 

(with 'Y < 2) NIH/g < ~. Taking account of this by adding j7f to the right hand 

side of (24a) if the fluid is incompressible, (24) reduces to (48) of Gear & 

Grimsha.w [l983]. fo. the free surface m.ode (s = 0) and sufficiently large H, the 

maximum is attained at Zm = h, and M is chosen sO that tp(h) = 1. 
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Next we will evaluate .x, J1. and v {wm (17) to find the correction to the 

phase velocity (el) and the wa.velength (i) of the solita.ry wave from (2). The 

integrals that appear are basic and can be found, e.g., in Gradshteyn & Ryzhik 

[1965]. Further evaluation of these expressions for .x, J.I, and /I yields rather 

complicated expressions that will not be given here. Instead Some numerical 

results are presented. But first we remark that for h < (2~j)sH we can 

approximate A and J.I, within a few percent by [see (18) and (2la)] 

J.I,/M2 ~ coMPc1l2 [3rl/h exp(z/2B)cosa(r.z)dz 

+ r;[k - aL/ eXP(Z/2H)COa2(r.z)Sin(r.z)dz], ('l5b) 

and II is given by 

(:l5c) 

If j '" 0 evaluation of (25) gives with ('lc) 

~ ~ 4MBr.!( -1 pehl ~ H-l} [!.!!! L~±.!.Lill_l], (26a) 
aCG pJf2(36H2t } + 1) c~ (H2ri+1/4) 

a~ ~ pJf2(35H2r~ + lL [Zs!!. (H2d+l/12) _1]"1 (26b) 
h3 2MHh2rl [(_1)Seh/2H_l] cl (H~rj+1/4) • 

which, again for h < 2sH. can be approximated as 

(27a) 

(27b) 
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where we used that gH/Ci ... 111.4 for air. In that case the "correction" due to 

the compressibiLity is about five times (7gHJci) larger than the term for the 
incompressible case and of the opposite sign. Thls meanS that compared to a 

solitary wave in an incompressible fluid, a solitary wave in a compressible fluid 

has a wavelength thM is twice a.s ~mal1 and the correction to the long wa.ve 
phase speed rOt this wave is four times larger. Furthermore, the sign of the 

amplitude /l of the wave changes so that a wave of elevation (e.g., j '" 0, S '" 1) 

becomes a wave of depr!lssion. So a solitary wave in a compressible fluid can 

even be qualitatively different from the same wave in an incompressible fluid. 

However, before we discuss how such qualitatively different behavior is possible, 

some numerical results are presented. 

We have calculated the linear long wave phase velocity Cg, the 

correction c) to it, and the length l of the well-known l-soliton solution of the 

Korteweg- de Vries equation (Table I). We did so for the first two modes (5 '" 

1,2) and for free (j '" 1) and rigid (j = 0) upper boundary conditions, using (17) 

and the formulae in this seetion. The results are compared with those for an 
incompressible fluid, calculated from (48) and (49) of Gear &; Grimshaw [1983J. 

If the velocity of sound is assumed to be infinite in (17), and the definition of the 

Brunt-Va.isii.li frequency for an incompressible isothermal fluid N = (g/H)1/2 is 

used, the results are identical to those obtained from the formulae of Gear & 
Grimshaw. If the Brunt-V$.isa1s. frequency is not defined in this way (Cs is still 

infinite), (17) already gives different results for j '" 1. 'l'his is due to the fact that 

in order to simplify their results for j "" 1, Gear & Grimshaw explicitly use that 

the scaleheight of the fluid H", N2/g [see their eq. (45)], which is only valid for 

an incompressible isothermal fluid. Therefore (49) of Gear & Grimshaw caMot, 

without any further consideration, be used as an a.pproximation for a 
compressible fluid. The fact that for s = 1 and j = 1 there is reasonably good 

agreement between the results is a coincidence, since the last three terms in 

(17b), i.e. the terms due to the compressibility, give a much larger contribution 
to JJ. than the first incompressible term does. This can be checked by numetical 
evaluation. 

The reason why, at least in this example, the results are influenced 
strongly by the compressibility of the fluid is that for a shearless isothermal fluid 

the coefficient in front of the nonlinear term in the Korteweg-de Vries equation 

is of O(h/B), because it is a. well-known fact that in the Boussinesq 
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6=1 ~=2 

h/H -102(hcll acO) -lO(dl/ho) -lOl(hcd aco) -{aJ.2jh3) 

j=O 0.1 2.83 ("'{).707) 71,6 (-286) 0.349 ( ... MaTS) 145 (-Sao) 

0.2 5.55 (-1.4.1) 35.9 (-143) 1.3IJ H-315) 36.7 (-147) 

0.5 14.0 (-3-53) 14.3 (-57.1) 8.30 (-2.08) 6-00 (-21.1) 

1 27.4 (~7,(H) 1-06 (-23-2) 31.0 (-7.S0) 1.61 (-M4) 
2 50.5 (-13,6) 3.39 (-13.5) lOS (-21-6) 0.449 (-1.79) 

j=l 0,1 3.74 (2.51) S3-(i (71,7) 4.95 (15,9) 10,2 (3,14) 

0.2 7.48 (5,07) 26-4 (36-9) 10,7 (32,0) 4.72 (1.55) 

0.5 18,6 (13.2) 10,2 (12_7) 32_2 (80,6) 1.55 (0,597) 

1 35,8 (28.0) 4.74 (5.04) 80.9 (164) 0,502 (0-278) 

2 70-6 (6-1,0) 2.02 (1.67) 215 (346) 0.214 (0_119) 

TABLE I -hcdac~ and -afljh3 (J,8 a function of hiE for the mode3 
s "" 1,2 and for fr~~ 3urfac~ (j;;- 1) and rigid (j = 0) upper boundary 
conditioru in case 1. The nu.mber.!l between parenthesis are the 1lalue$ for 
an incompressible fluid, For the ratio of specific heats we used.., = 1..4. 

appw:dmation (where it is assumed that H) h) this coefficient becomes zero for 

an incomp{essible fluid [Long 1965]. However, the terms due to the 

compressibility of the medium a.re of the order ghjc~, which for a. compressible 

fluid, i.e. "t of order of magnitude one, is the same order of magnitude as h/H, 
Finally in Fig_ 17 we di~pla.y gr<tph~ of the stre;unline$ for $ = 1, 

I al /h = O-l, h/H = 0.2 and j = 0, 1, Note that ;fo~ an incomp~e~sible :auid the 
solitary wave is a wave of elevation for j "" 0 (rigid upper lid) and a wave of 

dep~ession for j = 1 (free upper surface)- However, lor a. cOmpres$ible fluid the 

~olita.ry wave is a wa.ve of the depression for both j '"" 0 and j '"' 1. Also note the 

difference in wavelength for compressible and incompressible solitary wa.ves, 

which, for the values of the parameters used, is quite small if j = 1 but is a. 

fa.cto~ 2 if j = 0_ 
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Fig. 17. The streamlines Il!J a jundion of Xj t and zjh for the made $ == 
1, I allh = 0.1, hlH = 0.2 when (a) j = 1 and (b) j = 0 for case I. Here l 
is the wavelength of the solitary wave in the incomprusible flv.id. - - -, 
incompressible fluid; --, compressible fluid. 

4.3.2 CASE II: Inversion layer: no = 0, wi = N2 B(donoz) 

Here H is the Heaviside function, so that Wg takes the constant nIue N 

below the inversion level z = d and is zero above this :level. The lower layer is 

therefore an isothermal uniformly stratified layer with constant velocity of 

sound. In the upper layer the Brunt-Vaisa.la frequency is zero, implying constant 

density. Of course, such a model is an idealisation of a real physical system like 

the atmosphere. The idea behind this idealisation is that in the upper layer 

(z> d) the temperature, and so the scale height H = c~hg of the fluid, increases 

suddenly to a. much larger value than in the lower layer (z < d). A much larger 

value of the scaleheight implies that the density of the fluid is almost constant_ 

However, for a compressible fluid like air, "f is of order of magnitude one, and to 

be consistent with the assumption of constant density, terms proportional to 

g/c~ ha.ve to be neglected in the upper layer. 
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First the eigenvalue problem is solved, a,g:;tin "'nticipating that c3 ( cEo 
For the lower layer (20a,b) applies, while for the upper layer the bound",ry 

condition (20c) is used and 

IPu = 0, for d < z < h, (28) 

since Co = Co and Po are COnsta.nts "'nd Wg is zero in (9). Requidng continuity of 

the solution and its first deriva.tive (dynamic boundary condition) gives 

{

(-1).-LMeXP(Z/2H) sin(rsz), forO ~ z ~ d, 
!p(t) = h-·c-z 

(_1)5"1 M B2~ exp(d/2H) sin(rsd), for d ~ z., h, 

(29a.) 

where 

(29b) 

and 

(2SC) 

Note tha.t as {or case I the compressibility of the fluid only changes the definition 

of the Brunt-VliisiHli frequency in the eigenvalue problem. 

In order to compare our results for a compressible fluid with those of 

Gear & Grimshaw [1983] for an incompressible fluid and to estimate in that way 

the importance of the compressibility when studying solitary wave propagation, 

especially in the atmosphere, we shall use the Boussinesq approximation. This is 

done although corrections due to rtOn-Boussinesq terms may be of the same 

order of magnitude as corrections due to the compressibility of the fluid. In the 

Boussinesq approrimation (29) becomes [c!. Gear & Grimshaw 1983J 

(30a) 

where 

(30b) 

and 

(30.:.) 
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Next, from (17) and (30) we can evaluate A, {1 and v to find Cl and l 
from (2c) to study the correction due to the compressibility to them. Because we 
already use the Boussinesq approximation, which is correct only if h/H is much 

less than one, and to obtain expressions of reasonable size for Cl and I., we neglect 

terms of !:1(co/c1), O[(gh/ci)2) and O[(ghjc~PJ. Equation (17) then becomes (IS) 

with tp(z) given by (30a). We find that 

(31a) 

(3Ib) 

which for Cs .... 00 redllcas to (55) of Gear & Grimshaw [1983). With these 

expressions we ha....-e calculated hct/aco and af.2/h3 for several values of djh for 

the modes s = 1,2 and fOr hjli = 0.2 and hlH -- 0.5 (Table II). Comparison with 
the results for an incompressible fluid shows that differences, although less 

important than in case I, are appreciable. Corrections due to the compressibility 

are more important for smaller s and larger h/ff and d/ff. For an incompressible 
fluid the SOlitary waves are always waves of elevation since the amplitude a is 

always positive, as can be seen from (31) with Cs .., 00 and from Table II. The 

inversion layer z = d is displaced upwards by these waves. However, for a 
compressible fluid the waves are waves of depression if s "" 1 and dlh ... 1. This is 

due to the fact that for an incompressible isothermal layer of fluid J1 -t 0 if the 

Boussinesq approximation is used [see case I]. So, when d -t h the inversion layer 
in this case becomes just an isothermal uniformly stratified layer of fluid and the 

only terms contributing to jJ are the ones due to the compressibility. 

We can conclude this case with a remark on the two-layer fluid [case N 

in the paper by Gea.r & Grimshaw 1983]. 'The two-layer fluid is a typical 

incompressible Inodel since both layers of fluid ate assumed to have constant 

densities, being equivalent with the assumption that H -- c~hg .. 00 for both 

layers. If the fluid was assumed to be compressible, i-e. l' -- /7(1), this would 
imply g/Cg .. 0 and the coefficients in the Korteweg--de Vries equation ate the 

same as for an incompressible fluid. 
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s = 1 5=2 

dJh 102(hCd a.CO) W( al2 /h a) 102(hcdaco) W(a.£2jha) 

h 
n=0.2 0.1 632 (636) 0.797 (0.789) 666 (663) 0.934 (0.937) 

0.3 178 (IS2) 7.24 (1.02) 218 (216) G.Ol (9.11) 

0.5 76.1 (80.5) 2U (21.\1) 123 (121) 27.3 (27.1) 

0.7 23.0 (2B.l) 86.7 (70.5) 69.0 (61.0) 65.8 (57.6) 

0.9 -4.82 (1.83) -421 (1110) 11.3 (lO.6) 447 (47S) 

h 
n=0.5 0.1 625 (a3G) 0.810 (0.789) 669 (663) 0.929 (0.937) 

0.3 171 (182) 7.60 (7.02) 222 (2UI) 8.8S (9.11) 

0.5 M.4 (80.5) 25.9 (21.9) 127 (I'll) 26.6 (27.7) 

0.1 15.2 (28.1) 133 (70.5) 72.0 (67.0) 63.2 (67.6) 

0.9 -14.8 (1.83) -137 (1110) 12.4 (10.6) 408 (478) 

TABLE II hed (!.Co Clnd aJ!./h1 a.s a junction of d/h fOT th~ modes 
s "" 1,2 and for h/H "" 0.2 Clnd h/H = 0.5 in ca.se II. The numbers betwun 
'PClTfnihesi.$ Clr~ for an incompressi~le fluid. For the ratio of specific heats 

we used t = Lf· 

4.3.3 CASE ill: Isothermal shear layer: Uo = - kz, w~ = N2 

Here k and N are consta.nts, so the backg:l"ound state is that of a linear 

shear flow in an isothermal stratified fluid. We will a.uume that the Richardson 

number N2/k2 is greater that t so that the background state is stable. We will 

also assume that there Me no critical layers so that Co t- 0 for 0 ~ z ~ h. In the 
first two examples the compressibility of the fluid did not, aside :(rom a 

redefinition of the Drl1Ilt-Vll.isll.la frequency, alter the eigenvalue problem 

materially. After redefining this frequency the linear problems for compressible 

and incompressible fluids were equivalent. Significant consequences of the 

compressibility we,e found in the next order, Le. when evaluating the 

coefficients of the I\o,teweg-de Vries equation. However, in the present example 
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we will show that aJ~o the eigenvalue problem, and thus the eigenvalues Co and 

eigenfunction tp{z), can change considerably due to the compressibility of the 

fluid. Note that we do not use the Bou5sinesQ approximation and do not assume 

c~ to be much smaller than cl. Since the fluid is isothermal c~ is a constant and 

the eigenvalue problem (8) becomes 

with boundary conditions 

IfJ = 0, for z = 0 

rp '" jcElfJz/ g, for z = h. 

(3Zb) 

(32c) 

We can write (32a) like 

~yy + [qa(y)+qb)l~ = 0, for 0 < z < h, (3311.) 

where 

y '" 1 + kz/co, (33b) 

~y) = y(HI'4y2)-1/2 exp(-aly/2) tp{y), (33c) 

Cl.o(y) "" ady~, (33d) 

qb) = a\y-J(1-aly!4) + y-l(1--a4y~tl(ala,y2-aa) - 3a,(1-a,y~)"lI, (33e) 

al "" co/(Hk), (S3£) 
3.2 = N2/k2, (3Sg) 
a3 "" 2gco!(kcn, (33h) 

a, = cUci. (33i) 

If c& " cl, a4 -t 0 and solutions of (33a) can be found in terms of 

Whlttaker functionS [see e.g. Kamke 1956]. In the BoussinesCl. apPIo::cimatioil 

11.1 :;;;;; 0, and in the incomp:ressible limit both a~ and a, are zerO. If al> as, alId a, 

are zero, ql(Y) :;; 0 and the solution of (3311.) satisfying boundary condition (32b), 

I.e. ;pel) = 0, is given by . 

;p(y) = M y1l2 sin[r In(y)], (34) 
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Ot 

!p(Y) = M y"VZ sin[~ In(y)], (35a) 
where 

(35b) 

and the upper boundary condition (3Zc) determines the eigenvalues c~- An 

approximate solution of (33a), if a2 » 1 and a.!a2, "'ala" and a4/a2 0( 1, is 

[Nayfeh 1973] 

(f(Y) = L q~1J4 {sin[t1(y)] + F cos~(y)]}, (36a) 

where 

~(y) = / qV~(l+qdZqo)dy 

= aVlln(y) + !a.i1l2{-alY~/8 - ~a4y2(I-a4y2t! 

+ !a4l/2(al-a.)ln m~$~;~] }. (3Gb) 

The lower boundary condition (32b) yields 

p = - tan[t1(1)]. (30c) 

By comparing (36) with (35a) Or by substitntion of (30) in (33), one finds that 

an even better approximation is obtained with 

!p(y) = M y"ln exp(ajyj2) {sin[.8(y)]-tan[fi(l)]cos[.8(y)]}, (37a) 

~(y) = rIn(y) + !3.21/~{-3,Iy2/8 - ia.y2(1-a4y2)-1 + ~a4112(al-a3)ln[H~$;m}
(37b) 

The condition 3,2:> 1 can then be ~eplaced by 3,2 :?: 1, while the conditions at/a2' 

a3/a2, 3,nd 3.,/3,2 < 1 still apply. 

The eigenvalues Co are determined by the upper boundary condition 
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(32c). If the fluid is inCOmpl'essible and the Boussinesq approximation is used 

301:= 303 "" 304 = j = 0 and we find [Gear & Grim~ha.w 1983, equation (38b)]: 

Co = kh[exp(s'lt'/r)-1)-I, lsi = 1,2,3, .... (38) 

From (34) we See that ~ and!l are O(~gk) and that !i is O[(%gk)\ From (38) 
Q2 a~ a~ 

we find tha.t fol' Isl/r ~ 1 the phase velocity Co is of the order O(kh) Or smaller, 

Therefore the conditions ada2 4: 1, al/a2 4: 1, and a4/a2 <I: 1 for the approximate 

solution (36a) to be valid require k2 4: g/h, a condition that is always satisfled 

under practical circumstances. 

If a1> as, and a~ are non-zero, the eig,envalues Co ean be determined using 

an itera.tive procedure. From (32c), (33b), and (37) we find 

where 

n,", G(Il), 

G(Il) = exp{ }arctan{ tan[~(l)) + ~tt [ 1 +~ll(l-a!n)] -I 

x [r + iaii 11 2 [-alh2/2--6a~t12(1-a~n2)-j--6a~1l4(1-a,n2)-2 

+2K(al-as)(1-a4D.2)-I]] [1+tan[.B(l)]tan[.8(Il)I]} 

(39a) 

(39b) 

+ (4raP)-j{aI1l2/H3a~D.2(1-a4h2)"1+a.41/2(al-a3)In [(1-aV2K)]} 
(1-aIl21\) 

+ s7r/r}. (3ge) 

With a simple iterative procedure lille the one discussed in case I we find the 

eigenvalues co. We have Calculated co/hk if I "" 1 for several values of h/H for 

the modes B = 1,2 and j = 0,1 (Table lII). This was alao done if a3 '" 0 

(Boussinesq approxima.tion) and if <t! '" a3 "" &4 = 0 (incompIessible fluid in the 
Bonssinesq approximation). 
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h/H 

0.25 

D.5 

1.5 

s = 1 s=2 
j=O j '" 1 j = 0 j = 1 

425 (452) [502] 398 (424) [m] H.6 (18.7) [20.7] 16.6 (17.6) [19.5] 

M9 (452) [546] 343 (396) [47$] 16.3 (18.7) [22.oj 14.5 (1M) [20.0] 

297 (452) [598] 262 (340) [461] 12.7 (18.7) [24.9] 11.1 (14.4) [19.7J 

1B3 (452) [556J 321 (285) [484J Ull (18.7) [24.3J 12.9 (12.3) [19.9] 

TA8tE III The dimensionless phll8e velocity l04(coh/k) for t = I, 

s = i,e, j'" 0,1 and h/H = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, calculated from (89). The 

numbers between parenthesis are for al "" <ll "" a4 = 0, i.e., for an 

incompressible fluid in the BQussinesq approximation. The numbers 

between brackets are jor a3 = 0, i.e., for a compressible fluid in the 

Boussinesq approximation. For the ratio of specific heats we UJed t.4-

From Table III we see tha.t corrections for the compressibility tend to 

make the phase velocity larger, while not making the Boussinesq approxima.tion 

makes the llhase velocity smaller. The magnitude of the corrections entirely due 

to the compressibility can be inferred from comparison of the numbers between 

parenthesis and brackets. 

4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLtrSlONS 

In this chapter we have studied the effects of the compressibility of a 

density-stratified shallow fluid on nonlinear long solitary gravity waves that are 

described by the Korteweg-de Vries equation and we compated our results with 

those for an incompressible fluid. To that end, starting from two integrals of 

motion for the compressible inviscid fluid, we performed a rigorous derivation of 

the eigenvalue problem for the modal function which describes the verticaJ. 

structure of the wave phenomenon. 

To first order in the wave amplitude we found, just as in the 

incompressible case, the Korteweg-de Vries equMion of which the coefficients 

are given in terms of integrals of the modal function. In the limit of 
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incompressibility these coefficients reduce to the values that have been given 

previously in the literature for an incompressible fluid [Benney 1966, Benjamin 
1966, GrimShaw 1983]. However, they dJffer from those found by Grimshaw 

[1980/1981] who also treated the compressible case. The reasoI!. for this is that 

our approach is more general in that we do include compressibility fully and 

furthermore we do not apply the Boussinesq approximation. 

The modification of the coefficients in the Korteweg-de Vries equation 

have been studied in some detail for three special cases. 

For an isothermal fluid with a constant Brunt-Vl\.isiUi frequency and 

without shear these modifications are most pronounced. Assuming a rigid upper 

bounda~y of the flUid, not only the wavelength of the solita:\'Y wave becomes 
apprOximately twice as small as in tha incompressible casa but also the 
correction to the long wave phase speed becomes approximlLtely four times 

larger. Furthermore it turned out, again assuming a rigid upper boundary, that 

the inclusion of compressibility results in a change of sign of the coefficient in 

front of the nonlinear term in the Korteweg-de Vries equation thus causing a 

solita.ry wave of elevation to become one of depression. The importance of the 

effects of the compressibility. in this example is due to the fact that the 

coefficient in front of the nonlinear term in the Korteweg-de Vries equation 

becomes zero in the Boussinesq approximation if the fluid is incompreSSible. 

For the case of an inverSion layer the correctiOnS due to the 

compressibility, though less pronounced than in the preceding case, are still 
appreciable. 'l'he most slgnificant effects a.:ce found fot the lowe~t modal modes, 

that is for the modal modes with the smallest vertical waven11lll.ber, and for 

larger inversion heights. 

Finally, for the case of an isothermal shear layer important changes are 

:found in the phase speeds and modal functions, i.e., the eigenvalues and 

eigenfunctions, respectively, of the eigenvalue problem, thus giving rise to 

considerable changes in the coefficients of the Korteweg-de Vries equation. 
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CHAPTERS 

INTERNAL SOLITARY WAVES 
IN COMPRESSIBLE DEEP FLUIDS 

5.l INTRODUCTION 

Long internal solitary waves in shallow stratified fluids have been 

studied comprehensively [Benney 1966, Benjamin 1965, Gear & GrimShaw 1983, 

Miesen et aI. 1990, chapter 4). To the first order in the wave amplitude these 

waves are described by the Korteweg-de Vrie~ equation. A well-known solution 

of this equation has the characteristic "sech2" profile, phase speeds that vary 

linearly with the wave amplitude and wavelengths that vary inversely with the 

square root of the wave amplitude. However, in deep fluids, where the total 

depth of the fluid is much larger than the horizontal scale of the waves, solitary 

waves are algebraic [Benjamin 1967, Davis & Activos 1967). These algebraic 

solitary waves have phase speeds that also vary linearly with the wave 

amplitude but their wavelengths vary inversely with the wave amplitude (and 

not with the square root of the wave amplitude like for solitary waves in shllow 

fluids). The algebraic solitary wave is a solution of the Benja.rnin-Davis-Ono 

equation, which describes the balance between dispersion and wave steepening 

due to weak nonlinear effects, for long internal waves in a density stratified layer 

of fluid that is confined in an infinitely deep fluid. 'I'he wa.ves are long compared 

to the typical scale of the stratifica.tion. 

As far as the author knows, the changes o:{ the deep fluid solitary waves 

due to the compressibility have only been diseuMed by Grimshaw [1980/1981]. 

He distinguishes two dimensionless parameters rneasuring the effects of the 

Boussinesq approximMion and the compressibility and studies solitary waves in 

a compressible fluid, couect to first order in these parameters, using the 

equations of motion in Lagrangian coordina.tes. Furtherrnore an apprOxima.tion 

concerning the profile of the velOcity of sound is used [Grimshaw 1980/1981, 

Miesen et at 1990). 
In this chapter a. theory for solitary waves in a fully compressible fluid is 

presented, related closely to the theOry lor solitary waves in incornpressible deep 
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fluids as presented by Grimshaw [19811 and to the theory for solitary waves in 

both incompressible [Gear & Grimsha.w 1983] and compressible [Miesen et 0.1. 

1990] shallow fluids. In the limit of incompressibility our results coincide with 

the results of Grimshaw [19811 and Christie [1989] for incompressible fluids_ As 

we will see, for a compressible fluid with a ratio of specific heats 7 = 0(1), the 

dimenSionless pa.rameter hlHe measures both the effects of the Boussinesq 

approximation and the cornpressibiIity_ Here h is a scale typical for the vertical 

structure of the wave and He is a scale typical foJ,' the stratification of the fluid. 

FOr the lower atmosphere He lies between 5 km and 9 km. In some cases, e.g. 

Cltdstie, Mul~head & Hales [1978J where hiRe < 1110, compressibility can be 

neglected and the Boussinesq approximation can be made with small errOrs_ In 

other cases, e_g_ Noonan & Smith [1985] where 0_2 < hIRe < 0.4, important 

changes due to the compressibility and the inadequacy of the Bou$$inesq 

appw:dmation must be expected. In the three special cases in the present paper 

we will concentrate on the effects of compreSSibility since the vaHdity of the 

Boussinesq approximation can also be studied from incompressible theory. Note, 

however, that significance of the compressibility and the invalidity of the 

Boussinesq approxima.tion go together. Unfortunately, not using the Boussinesq 

approximation while incorporating compressibility would require a numerical 

approach fo~ all but the simplest cases. 

Before we proceed with compressible fluids, the theory for solitary waves 

in incompressible deep fluids, correct to the first order in the wave amplitude, is 

reviewed briefly. An inviscid, incompressible fluid is considered for which there 

is a. background density profile Po(z) and a bl;lckground velOCity profile uo(z), 

bounded below by the rigid boundary z = 0, and such that Po(z) --t constant and 

uo(z) --t 0 as z --t 00. Here, z is a (Lagrangian) COOrdinate and x will be a. 

hOrizontal coordinate in a. frame moving with the ph$e speed c of the wave. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that the basic state of the fluid is stable, i.e. the fluid 

is stably stratified and the Richardson number is larger than i. Weakly 

nonlinear long waves in deep fluids are characterised by the equality of two 

snlall parameters a and e .. hll, where {t is a measure of the amplitude of the 

vertical displl;lcement 'l/! of a streamline due to the solitary wave (Fig. 18) and l 
is the horizontal scale of the wave. Again, like in chapter 4, the equality of these 

parameters represents the balance between nonlinearity and dispersion, 

measured by "and E, respectively. Let '1'h(X,Il) = aA(X)<p(z), where X = lX, a.nd 
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z* 

Fig. 18 The. geometry of the. problem: a compressiOle flow, b011nded 
/rom bdow by a rigid boundary at z = 0, is steady in a frame moving 
horizontally, i.e. in the x-direction, with the phase velocity c of the 

wave. The fluid is stratified predominantly in a layer of depth h and has 

a background horuontl11 velocity profile uo(z) and a density profile Po(z). 
The vertical displacement t7l(X,Z) of a streamline is given by the 
difference between the EUlerian v~rtical coordinate z* and the Lagrangian 
vertical coordinate z. 

\,\z) is the mode.l fUllction describillg the vertjcal structure of the wave, which is 

normalised to 1 at its maximum value. It satisfies the following eigenva.lue 

problem [Gdmshaw l\}8lJ: 

(poC~lPz). + Powg\O = 0, for 0 < z < 00, 

\0 '" 0, for z = 0, 

\0. -+ 0, as z -+ 00, 

(la) 
(lb) 
(lc) 

where Co = Co - uo(z), wt, = (- gpoz/Po)112 is the Brunt-Varsala. frequency for an 
incompressible stratjfied fluid, and the subscripts z denote derivatives_ The 

eigenvalues Co of the problem are the linear long wave phase speeds. We will 

assume that there are nO critical levels so that Co is not zerO for ° < z < co. 
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From the integrated equations of motion, i.e. Long's equation [Long 19531, One 

finds correct to the flrst order in the wave amplitude the so-called Benjamin

Davis--0no equation [Benjamin 1967, Davis & Acrivos 1967, Ono 19751: 

- cj>.A + ! ,uA2 - ".ileA) = 0, (201.) 
where 

'" 
$(A) "" ~1r J Irlexp(irX)A(r)dr, (2b) 

and 

A( r) = J" exp(-iTX)A(X)dX. (2c) 

This equation determines A(X) and the correction ECI to the linear long wave 

phase speed co. The algebraic solitary wave solution of this equation is 

[Benjamin 1967] 

A(X) '" oP/(X2 + £2), (311.) 

and its phase speed C ~ Co + !Ch where 

(Sb) 

The coefficients ;I., .u and" are known in terms of thE'! modal function ij?(z) and 

are given by [e.g. Grimshaw 1981] 

;I. .. 2 t Poco\O~dz , 
o 

.u = 3 (" PQcgIPH2:, 
o 

x; = (poCftcp2)oo , 

(40.) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

where the subscript "co" denotes a quantity evaluated as z ---> 00. As alrea.dy 

noted, and as can be seen ftom (Sb), the algebraic solitary wave (30.) has a. pha~e 

speed which is linear in the amplitude it, and has a. wavelength e which is 

inversely proportional to it. 

ln the next section (section 5.2), starting from the equations (3.lla,b,c), 
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the a.nalysis is given that leads to the a.nalogo:o. of equations (1) to (4) for a 

compressible fluid. l:o. section 5.3 we discuss three special cases that can all be 

regarded as models of the nocturll.al inversion in the atmosphere: (I) there is no 

ba.ckground shear flow and the Brunt~VUsaUi il'equency is constant throughout 

a layer of depth h (i.e., 0 $ Z < h), and is zerO above this layer (i.e., z > h); (II) 

there is a linear background shear flow and the Brunt-VaisaIa. frequency is 

COll.stant throughout a layer of depth h, and is zew above this layer; (III) there 

is no background shear flow and the Brull.t-Vi;i'isiUi.i frequency has a "sech'" 

profile. In case (n) and (III) the Boussinesq approximation is used, although, as 

already noted, its effects are of the same order of magnitude as the effects of the 

compressibility. This is done in order to estimate analytically the importance of 

the compressibility in these cases. Correct to the first order in the parameter 

h/Hc' effects, due the invalidity of the Boussinesq apprOximation, can just be 

added to the effects of the compresSibility. 

5.2 ANALYSIS 

5.2.1 Inner expa.nsion 

First we COli. sider the part of the fluid that is clearly stratified (figure 

18) and where we can identify a. chara.cteristic vertical scale, compared to which 

the waves are IOll.g. The ratio of the characteristic vertica.l scale all.d a 

characteristic horizontal lenght scale of the wave is £. We seek solutions of the 

equations (3-11a,b,c), which govern finite amplitude waves in inviscid 

compressible stratified shear flows, having the following expansions 

,., "" f711(X,!I;) + £2'12(X,Z) + ... , 
6 = t~l{X,Z) + ~28~(X,z) + ... , 
C = co(z) + ECl + t2C2 + ... , 

where 

1i!(X,z) = A(X)~(z), 
X = ~X. 
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(Sc) 

(5d) 

(5e) 
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Substitution of (5) into (3.11a.,b) gives [Miesen et a.l. 1990, ~ee aho chapter 4.2] 

at leading order in ~ 

(6) 

or 

(7a) 

with boundary condition 

(7b) 

Equations (7a,b) reduce to (!a,b) in the limit of incompressibility. 

At the next order in f we find [cf. Miesen et aL 1990, OJ,' chapter 4.2J 

[pea C~T/;z - _ gT/2] + PWi'll2 + £2 = 0, 
Cs - c3 • 

'112 = D, for z = 0, 

and the inhomogeneous term £2 is given by 

£2 -- [2pCOC1Ci(c:---CH}-2 (c~t]ldt]l)l~ 

(8a) 

(8b) 

-{pc3[;1/!z + (cH~)-~[cmc~ + (~()"4)c~c~ + ,c!I'7~z 
- gcl(2c~+cUo')t]It]!z + g2cl(1+~(T-\)7)I]]).. (8c) 

A solution of (8) Can be found by the method of variation of para.meters 

J~ f JZ f l)~ = /{J ~ dz - X ~ dz 
o 0 

(9) 

Here X(z), like IP(Z) , is a. solution of (6), linearly independent of y?(z). The 
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Wronskian of the solutions rp and X is defined as 

(lOa) 

and Can be calculated using Abel's identity [Inee 1956J 

(lOb) 

where aD, al are the coefficients of the second and fitst derintive in (81.1.), 
l:espectively. From (10) we find 

(11) 

Until now the correction CI to the linear phase velocity Co and the 

amplitude A(X) are undetermined. They are determined by constructing an 

outer expansion, valid in the region z ) h where ~ scales, like x, with ~.I, and 

matching this outer expansion with the inner expansion obtained above. This 

matching will also yield a second boundary cOndition for (7a) and (18). It is 

useful to anticipate tha.t matching at leading order in ! will give condition (Ie) 

as the second bounda.ry condition for (7a). The equations (7a,b) and (lc) are an 

eigenvalue problem with eigenvalues Co and eigenfUnctions or modes w(z). One of 

these modes with eigenvalue Co is considered. To achieve the matching, the 

properties of 'P and X as Z ,...... 00 must be determined. From (11) together with 

(Ie) it follows that 

(12) 

where E. is an arbitrary constant and we used that [Appendix FJ 

(13) 

The subscript 00 denotes evaluation of the quantity as Z .... 00. Substitution of 

(12) into (9) gives 
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(14a) 

where the constant B2 is given by 

(14b) 

5.2.1 Onter expansion and matching 

In the region for z - 00 we use the following scaling of variables 

X= tX, 

Z = (z, 

1J = e~(X,Z). 

(15a) 
(ISb) 

(1Sc) 

The scaling of x and 11 is consistent with the fact that the waves in the lower and 

the upper part of the fluid are coupled. Since the upper part of the fluid is 

homogeneous and of infinite thickness there is no characteristic scale for z, so 

that spatial scales in the vertical will be roughly equal to those in the horizontal 

[Doviak & Chen 1988]. Therefore z is scaled like x. 

From (3.llb) we find that 6 ...., 0 <l-S z --> 00, since e ...... 00 as z -4 00. 

This is so because Po --> constant as z -+ 00 which implies that the sca.leheight of 

the fluid becomes infinitely large; fot a compressible fluid that means that 

Cs -+ 00. Equations (3.1130) and (IS) then give 

(16) 

where we used that Wg --> 0 and Co ... constant as z ..... 00. The solution of this 

equation that satisfies boundary condition (Ie), I.e. ~ -4 0 as z ..... 00, reads 

(17a) 
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where .JeT) is the Fourier transform of A [see (2c») and 

A(x) := ~(X,O). (lIb) 

Substitution of Z "" EZ and expansion ot (Ita) in powers of ~ gives with (lSc) 

r, = (ij{X,lZ) = .A - ~2$(A) + "" (18a) 

where 

(lSb) 

Matching (18a) with the inner solution (5a.,d) as Z ---> 00, where Til is given by 

(Ha), gives 

!p ---> conStant, il.1l Z -> 00, (lila) 

which 1$ equivaJent to (Ie), and 

A = A\'l(oo), (19b) 

, 1 J"'¢f? 
$(A) = {poeM", KiD dz. 

o 
(19c) 

This, together with (8a), (lOa) and (ll) gives 

(20) 

l'artial integration of the right-hand side of (2Q) gives, together with the 

boundary conditions (7b) and (19a) and equation (13), 

(21) 

where in this case >., p, and I\, are given by 
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J.I = /"pgca{ 3ri + (C:-CD)'3[ c~[7c~ + (l/cr-8)cici + 3cSlr~ 
- 2gcH2<;HcUO')'Pr~ + g2<;~(2+1/a-)r2]}('P.--g\?/cn dz (22b) 

Since cijM "" O(h%/Hn [see section 4.2J and gh/ci = O(h/Hc)' (22) gives correct 
to CI(hJHc) 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(23c) 

whe(e we used 1/ r! "" "{ - 1. For an incomptessible fluid (i.e., Ca ---> 00 or "( ---> 00) 

(23a,b) reduce to (4a,b). A solution of (21) is given by (3a), as shOwn by 

Benjamin [1967], a.nd Cl and (. a.re given by (3b). 

5.3 DISCUSSION 

5.3.1 Case I: Constant wI\' layer, Uo "" O. 

FOr this case we assume that the background velocity Uo = 0 and that 

the Brunt-Vliislill frequency Wg is constant throughout a layer of depth h (Le. 

o ::s:: z::S:: h), and is zerO above this layer (Le. z > h): w~ = N2H(h-z). Here, His 

the Heaviside function. If Wg is constant, and the fluid is a.n ideal gas, the fluid 

must be isothermal and Cs is constant. If wI\' is zerO the fluid must be 

homogeneous, Le. the scaleheight of the fluid is infinite and Ca is infinite too. For 

this fluid configura.tion the density is given by 
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{

Pc exp(-z/H), for 0 :s: Z ::; h, 
PoCz) = 

Pc exp(-h/H), for z > h, 
(24) 

where H is the scaleheight of an isothermal fluid. For such an isothermal fluid 

the Brunt-Vliisa.lli frequency and the velocity of sound, in terms of H, are given 

by 

c~ = 19B. 

The eigenvalue problem (7a,b), (19a) then becomes 

(pOCalPz). + PON2H(h"-Z)<p "" 0, Cor ° < z < 00, 
rp = 0, for z = 0, 

ip'Z ...... 0, as z --+ 00, 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

which is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem for an incompressible fluid 

[Grimshaw 1981], with only the Brunt-Vaisli.Hi. frequency defined differently. 

Equations (26a,b,c) have the solution 

{

M Po -1/2 sine 7.Z), for ° :s: z 5; h, S = 0,1,2, ... , 
cp(z) = 

1,. forz>h, 
(27a) 

(27b) 

The dynan;Iic boundary condition [e.g. Benjamin 1966) requires continuity of the 

:Grst derivative of ip at z = h, which gi'l'es 

ish = 1r(s+D + arctan[~1J, s = 0,1,2, .... (21c) 

M is a constant chosen so that tbe maximum value of \I1(z), attained at z = h, is 

1: 
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M = pJf2 exp[-hj(2H)] sine 'rsh). (27d) 

If f3 = hjE i$ small, (27c) ClLn be approximated by 

(28) 

where 

(29) 

Now A, JI. a.nd If. will be evaluated. Correct to aCtJ) we find from (23a,b), 
(24) and (27a.,b,c) that 

(30a) 

(-l)~lh!p)f~ = 2rj + ft[2H1+(-1)5?] -~(-l)s[~]r. + oUP). (30b) 

From (3b), (27d) and (28) we find that 

~ = h {I + 2~r8[-r';\+!(-1)SJ + [~] r.1[t(-1)S'I+2r.l1} + O(/F), 

(31a) 

t = ~ {I - 2frrs [2r~l+i(-1)Sl ·H(-l)S [~] Iii} + tJ(!P). (31b) 

For an incompre$~ible fluid in the Bous$inesq approximation [Grimshaw 1981], 

c!/co and l/h are given by the first term in (31a.,b)- l( we U.se that for the present 

CMe c~ = ,gB and take for 7 the value fOI; air, l-e- I"" lA, we find for s "" 0 

fL - a [1 0 0481 h] Co ~ 2li - - 11 

For s = 1 we find 

~ "" ~h[l + 0.183 l], 
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l 8h [ h] Ii = a? 1 + O.0191 1I . (32) 

l 8h [ h] 11 = 9u2 1 - 0.16'7 H - (33) 
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Note that for ~ ... 0 the corrections due to the compressibility and due to 

non-Boussinesq terms are both important [they are both 0(.8)], but they cancel 

one another almost completely. In tact !o~ thls case and for s = 0, terms of O(IP) 
should be included. The corrections are larger if s = 1, although the vertical 

scale of this mode is smaller. Note that the canceling of the compressibility 

correction tenll5 and the non-Bou5sinesq ones may very well be caused by the 

special choice of a layer with constant wg• On the other hand, howeve:r, we note 

a. mOre general tendency tha.t corrections for the compressibility and due to not 

making the Boussinesq approximation, hav-e opposite signs [chapter 4]. 

5.3.2 Case II: Constant Wg 6hea:r layer. 

In this eJram.ple we will again consider an invel:sion kind of modeL A 

uniformly stratified layer of depth h, with constant Brunt-Vaisalli frequency N 

and linear wind profile, uo{z) = - Uc - kz, lies beneath a neutrally stable layer 

(Le. Wg = 0) with constant wind component u". Consistent with the assumption 

of a neutrally stable layer for z > h is, as we have discussed in case I, the 

assumption that <; --+ 00 for z > h. In order to simplify the algebra. we will, 

lJIllike Christie [1989], assume that there is no density discontinuity across the 

interface z = h: this algebra is not necessary to illustrate our point. 

The differential equation (7a), i.e. (4.8), for rp is approximated by (4.12). 

This requires that I k/Co I ~ R"I, i.e. the shear should not be too strong. 

Solutions of the eigenvalue problem for an incompressible fluid for Utis 

configuration have been found by Maslow!! and Redekopp [1979, 1980] and 

Clarke et al. [1981], if the Boussinesq approximation is used. Since we want to 

obtain correctiOns for the compressibility of the fluid and these corrections are of 

the same order of magnitude as the terms neglected in the Boussinesq 

approximation, we should not use the Boussinesq approximation. In that case 

the eigenvalue problem cannot be solved in terms of elementary functions. 

Therefore we will use the Boussinesq approximation anyway, but the results, I.e. 

the corrections due to the compressibility, can only be used to estimate the 

impo:t:tance or the compressibility for this model. To be completely, all terms of 

the first order in fl should have been incorporated. 

In this case the eigenvalue problem has the following solutions 
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where 

{
M[l+kz/(CO+Uc)j"1I2Sin{rln[1+kz/(CO+UC)]}' for 0 :5 z :5 h, 

!p(z) = 
1, for z :> h, 

M = [1+kh/(Co+uc)]l12 [5in{rln[l+kh/(CO+Uc)]}r. 
r = (Nl/k2 -1/4}1I2. 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

The Richardson number N2/k2 is assumed to be larger than 1/4 50 that the basic 

state is stable. The eigenvalues are obtained from the dynamic boundary 

condition: 

Using this, (34b) can be written as 

(34e) 

For a positive mode number (s = 0,1,2, ... ), (co+Uc)/kh > 0, the wave is 

propagating in the opposite Sense to the ba.Ckground flow a.nd the maximum of 

I ({II is attained close to z = 0 at Z = Zm- It can easily be shown that 

(35a) 

(35b) 

For a negative mode number s, (co+uc}/kh < 0, the wave is propagating in the 

same sense as the background flow and the maximum of 11'1 is attained at z '" 

h, I.e. !p(h) = 1. 

For large Richardson N2/k,2, r ..... 00, and we find from (34d) 
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1£ we compare this result with its equivalent for '" shallow fluid [Gear & 

Grimshaw 1983 or chapter 4] we see that, correct to orde. (J(S/.), s is replaced 

by s+l. due to the different condition at z "" h. If we compare (36) with the 

eigenvalues Co for case I, given by (27b) and (28), we see that for r --4 00, Le., 

k --> 0, they become identical as should be expected. 

Next we will evaluate>. and p.. Like in the foregOing example>. and JL 

will be approximated by 

(37a) 

(37b) 

After straightforward but cumbersome algebra we find from (34a,d) and (37a,b) 

(38a) 

~ = 2r3(r2+f)r1{ [1 + (-1)SX.ti3/2(r2+t)ll2] 

- [7g~8~ticl] [3 - 4(-1)~Xlit/2(r2+i)-1/2]}, (3Sb) 

where 

xh = 1 + kh/(ca+1lc) = exp[r-1a:rctan(2r) + s1r/r], (39) 

and we used that c~ --> 00 a.nd '1'2 = 0 for z > h. If we compa:re (3Sa,b) for J1 and 

.\ with the results of Christie [1989, Appendix A of that paper), we notice that in 

Out expression for p. there is an extra fa.ctor [1 + (-1}!x.JiJ/2(r2+i)V2] in the limit 

of incompressibility. However, if we consider the limiting case k --4 0 and 

compare the result$ with Christie's and Ours (Case I) in tha.t limit, we see that 

this factor is correct. The difference :must therefore be caused by a misprint in 

the paper by Christie [1989]. From (Sb), (22d), (34e), (3Si.l.,b) and (39) we finally 

find 
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• [3(-I)L4xilIl2(r2+!)-1I2]} {l + [r2clf~:~lF][ln(xh)-21r, 
(40a) 

('\lOb) 

These expressions for Cl/(CD+~) and lfh can be obtained from their 

incompressible counterparts by multiplication by [l+(h/H)Fcl and by 

[l+(h/:e:)F' [1, respectively, (Fig. 19) 

(41a) 

(Ub) 

Note that for B "" 1,3,5,,,., jJ, given by (3Sb), can be zerO for an 

incompresSible fluid, and c, ...... 0 and l ...... co [see (3b)], if 

(r2 + !) .. xt, (42a) 

Or 

ir In(r2+i) = arctan(2r) + $11', S = 1,3,5, ... (42b) 

For example, if s '" I, r = 4.543. In ~uch cases the corrections due to the 

compressibility (and due to non-BOUMinesq terms) are very impottant. 
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Fig, 19 The correctioM to CI (Fe, circles) and l (F t' squa.res) due to the 
compressibility oj the fluid for the lowest modes propa.gating upstream 
(i,~. S = 0, solid circles and squareB) and downstr~am (i.~. s = -1, open 
CiTcI~ and squares). 

5"3.3 C:!.$e m~ wi = N2scch2(z/h), Uo = O. 
Again we will assume no backgtound velocity, Uo = 0, and use the 

Boussinesq approximation. 'the profile for the Brunt-Vitisll.lli. frequency is given 

by 

(43) 

For a compressible fluid there is an associated 'Velocity of sound profile. This, of 

course, means that the solutions of the eigenvalue problem for a compressible 

fluid differ from the solutions of the eigenvalue problem for a.n incompressible 

fluid [see (6)]. However, we shall asSume that the eigenvalue problem is not 

changed substantially by the compressibility for the single purpose to estimate 

the importance of the compressibility in the computation of the coefficients of 

the Benjamin-Davis-Ono equation in a ctude way. This is correct to tJ(f3) as is 
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clear from the discussion in 4.2.1. Note thM in this wa.y a. lower limit for the 

importance of the compressibility is obtained, since cha.nges in the eigenvalue 

problem and so in the eigenfunctions, i.e. the modal functions also change the 

coefficients of the Benjamin-Davis--Qno equation, We will now evaluate (31a,b) 

using the first mode solution of the incompressible eigenvalue problem in the 

Boussinesq apprOximation, wi given by (43) [Grimshaw 1981]: 

Ip(:/:) = tanh(z/h), 

Co = Nh/Il· 

Substitution of (44a) into (37a,b) gives 

~ = f& (t + -Hgh/cn + tJ(P), 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(45a) 

(45b) 

Again, as in foregoing examples, we see that the importance of the 

compressibility is measured by the parameter gh/ci. 

SA SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Long solitary waves in inviscid compressible stratified deep fluids are 

described by the Benjamin~Davis-Ono equation [Benjamin 1957, Davis & 

Acrivos 1967, Ono 1975]. The coe:fficil;m\$ of this equ",tion are given in tetms of 

the modal function 'P, which is the solution of the eigenva.lue problem with 

eigenvalues co, i.e. the long wave phase speed of these waves. A solution of the 

Benjamin-Davis-Ona equation is the algebraic solitary wave, first given by 

Benjamin [Hl67]. Differences between the wavelength and the correction to the 

long wave phase speed of this algebraic solitary wave in a compressible fluid and 

in an incompressible fluid ate typically O(gh/cn, where h is the vertical scale of 
the wa.ve and Cs is the velOcity of sound. This has been illustrated by the study 

01 three speCial cases. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

Equations (46a.,b,c) a.re written like 

(Ala) 

(Alb) 

(Ale) 

(AId) 

(Ale) 

where XI is defined by (48). Differentiation of (AIb,c,d) with respect to t, using 

(Ala,e) to elimina.te PI and PI respectively, and substitution. of these three 

equations into the definition (48) of XI yields 

where we nsed (27) to eleminate Po. This equation can be written as 

(A2a) 

Differentiation of (AId) with respect to t and using (Ab,e) to eliminate PI and 

PI respectively, gives 

(A2b) 
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Substitution of (A2a) into (A2b) to eliminate Wi gives after some 

straightforward algebra equation (47), whe:<e Wg is defined by (49). 

Al?PENDIX B 

p' is eliminated fram (5b) by ctoss-differentiation of its x- and z-componflnt. 

With use of (7) and the fact that p = p("¢) we find 

~[& tJw tJw tJw & & & Ow] + p (JX Ox + Ox "O'i'" -(JX ?W -lJi" ~ = o. (Bl) 

With ( and q defined by (8c,d) respectively (B1) gives 

or, using (Sa) ",nd (Se) 

(B3) 

Using (Sc), equation (B3) gives 

(B4) 

which after integration yields (8a.). 

The second integral of the equa.tions of motion may be obtained by 

multiplying the x--cornponent of (5b) by 11, multiplying the z"--component by w 
and adding. The result is 
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8P' BP' 1 (&u2 8u~ fJw~ &w~] l,lCIX + w7fZ" + gpw + 2" p \lox + W"(ij"i' + \lOX + W7Ji" = O. (BS) 

With (Sc) and the definition of q2 (Sd), (BS) gives 

~[p, +gpz-+pf] ... 0. (B6) 

After integration and with the definition of p. (6) this yields the second integra.l 

of motion (8b). 

APPENDIXC 

Fmm (713.) and the condltions far upstream we see that by definition 

(el) 

so 

(C2) 

We will also use 

_ dz' _ 8z·1 OZ"I azl o - ax - Ox + Oz ox ., 
~ )I' ~ 

ftom which we find that 

(C3) 

where subsc:dpts denote derivatives. Furthermore we find that 

(C4a) 
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and in the same wa.y that 

(C4b) 

(C4C) 

~t21 "" (2CP"t1[ l! 2 P2,,] , 
" ~t 

(C4d) 

(C4e) 

(C4f) 

Substitution of (C4) into (8a.,b) a.nd (9) gives 

_!pz[e2n:~;~tl)] -g]i~(Z+'7)(1+op"p2" "" pcP,,(p")2o' H(l/I), 

(CSa) 

P + P5 + P [!E2(P/P*P" H++!7i~z + g(Z+!7)] = L(¢), (CSb) ~ '7~ 

Evaluation of (C5) for Ixl ---> 00 gives the right-hand sides in term~ of .0, c, P 

and z. Using these expreSSions and that p~gh~P /p = O'ci [equation (2) to (4) and 

(6)] gives after some manipulations (11). 
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APPENDIXD 

At ordet ~4 (2.11) yields: 

(p~~'I/~z)z + ~Wi'1~ + (c:rpcij67 ). + PCB'1lJClC + (2peOCtlll.). - ;(pc~I'/!.). 

+ 2upWi'71Gl + (2apCOclGl)Z - (c:rpcao).Z)(21l1.HI) 

+ u(u-l/2)(pc~)tb1 = 0, (Dla) 

62 + O'"I(CHn"'{ (M~ - CDl12.) + cK[;lJiz + 21181711= + c:r(c:r+1/2)6¥1 

-2l:QCllllz + O'OI)} = O. (DIb) 

Equation (Dla) can be written as 

(P~~1'/2')Z + pWi'1~ + (upca8~)z + peS'll)>:>: + [2pcQcl{1l1.+ (61)]. 

- 2(P~~l)¥z)z ~ [(GPCaGI){2l)1=+G81+~01)lz = 0, (D2) 

where we used (Sa). Substitution of (Dlb) into (D2) gives: 

[i'l!a Ci%l - g'l?] + PWil12 + pcE7Ilxx + [2,licQClci(c~-c3t1(cir,rI.-grl!)] 
ci - cS z • 

- ¥pc~1)1.)z - {p~Hc1-l!n"I[2lTC1611'/1' + u(u+l/2)c15i + !~~17~.1}. = 0 

(B3) 

Substitution of 51 from (5b) gives (13a) with f2 given by (13d). 
At order ~4 the boundary condition (2.11d) becomes 

gl'/2 - j~a( 1'/2.+u52) - 2j~DC1( l) 1.+ u61) + jc~[2UI'/1z51 + !I'/f. 

+ 0'(0'+1/2)611 :::: 0, fOJ: Z :::: h_ (D4) 

Substitution of 01 and 5., from (5b) and (D2), respectively, gives after some 

rearrangements 
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g'l/2 - jC31J2t - 2ji::~CI(cHm-l(cl171Z-gIJI) + je~(cg-cij)-2 

x [2'l/IZ(CH3){cijTlIZ-g171) + mI.(cHG)2 + (1+!1T-I){CaTlI~-g171)2] = 0, 

for z = h. (DS) 

From (DS) we can obtain (13e), with g2 given by (13e). 

APPENDIXE 

We wa.nt to solve the differential equation (13a) 

whete 

ao(z) = pCOc~(c~-!!n·j. 

al(z) = [.ocgci(cHo)-I]. - gpi::HCH3tl, 
a2(z) = - [gp~HcHa)-11z + .ow:. 

(Ela.) 

(Elb) 

(EIc) 
(E1d) 

The solution 172(Z) is subjected to the bounda.ry conditions (L3a.,b). A solution of 

the homogeneous problem [f2 and g2 a.re zeto in (13)] is tp{z). If a ~o11,1tion of the 
homogeneous problem, linearly independent of \:,('11), is taken to be X(z), a. 
solution of (EI) is given by 

(E2) 

as can be verified by substitution. The Wronskian t:" of 'P and X is de{ined as 

[Ince 1956] 

(El) 

a.nd can be calculated using Abel's identity [lnce 1956]: 
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(E4) 

The solution for 1'J~ given by (E2) satisfies the boundary condition (l3b) 

identically. The second bound:!'ry condition gives 

b. f . I f R!dz+~ =0, n 0 z.h 
(E5) 

where we used (6e) and (E3). Calculating t:. fmm Abel's identity (£1) gives 

(14). 

APPENDIXF 

The equilibrium pressure p~(z), determined from the hydrosta.tic balance, i.e. 

(3.1b) with u = 0 [ef. (1.27)), 

W+gpo= 0, (Fl) 

and from the law for a perfect gas [ef. (1.28)] 

Po = PoR'l', (F2) 

where R is the gas constant and 'l' is the absolute tempera.ture, reads 

(F3) 

where Poo is the pressure at z = O. The velOcity of sound, defined by ci = '"fPcl Pc, 

can, with the law fur a perfect gas, be written as 

(F4) 

Therefore (F3) can be written as 
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(F5) 

Evaluation of (3.2) far upstream, and assigning p the value Poo yields 

PD = p(Po/Poo)'h, (F6) 

which is equivalent to (16). 

APPENDIX G 

If terms of o(~3M) = O[(h/H)I], of d[(gh/c~Pl = CI[(h/H)I] and of O[(gh/c~)3] 
are neglected, (17a,b) become (:orrect to d(h/H) 

We multiply (8) with 'P and integrate which gives: 

(G1a) 

(Glb) 

If the upper boundary is rigid, or is approximated to be rigid (Boussinesq 

approximation). partial integration of (G2) gives 

h h 
I Po~~ip~dz = J Powitp~dz + O(~Ucn + O(gh/cl). (G3a) 

o 0 

In the same way multiplication of (8) by Ijl2 and integration gives 

Inserting (G3) into (G4) shows that (2.19a,b) of Grimshaw is equivalent with 

(17), correct to O(gh/cn and if the Boussinesq approximation can be used. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
(page of definition enclosed wi thin brackets) 

a: amplitude of a solitary wave [4, 75, 100] 
A: x-.-dependent put of Til [76, 78, S8, 101] 

.4": Fourier transfottll. of A(X) [lOOJ 
$: [100] 
c: phase speed of a solitary wave[4] and velocity of the moving frame [65, 

76, S8] 
c(2l); phase speed c minus background velocity uo(z) [65] 
co: linear long wave phase speed [5, 75, 99] 

coCz): linear long wave phase speed Co minus background velocity UgCz) [76, 98] 

Cl: correction to Co [76, 77, 100, 101] 

cc: characteristic velocity [48] 

c.(z): velocity of sound [15, 32J 
t;;: group velocity [17) 
Cp: phase speed [17] 
Cp: specific heat at constant pressure [44J 

c,,: specific heat at constant volume 1M] 
d: inversion height [87] 
f: Coriolis pa.rameter [45] 

Fb: buoyancy force [21] 
g: gravitational accelera.tion [4J 

h: depth of a fluid [4], characteristic vertical scale [48) 

h: depth of a fluid, characteristic vertical scale [75, 98] 

H(2l); scale height [24] 

H~: characteristic value of the seale height [48J 

H(1l'); Heaviside function [87, 106] 

j: parameter that is 0 for a rigid and 1 for a free boundary [70) 

k: wavevector [16] 

k: magnitude of k (chapters 1,2); background velocity gradient [90, 109) 

k.:: x--component of the wavevedor [16] 

ky: y-component of the wavevector [16) 

kz: 2l-Component of the wavevector [16] 

kr : magnitude of the real part of k [26] 
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p: 

po(z): 

PI: 

p: 
p'; 
R: 

v: 

w; 

x: 
x: 

X: 

:f; 
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imaginary pa.rt of k" [26] 

real part of k. [26] 
magnitude of the component of k that is perpendicular to g [25J 
characteristic length of a. solitary wave [4, 76, 100] 
characteristic lengthscale [43] 
normalisation factor for f{J [83, 88, 106] 

Brunt-Viisllla. frequency for a compressible isothermal fluid [83, 87, 90, 
10(1, 109, 113] 
pressure (14) . 

background pressure [15] 

perturbation pressure [15] 

re£erellce pressure [66] 
normalised pressure proportional to the temperature [67, (9) 

gas constant [15] 
eigenvalue for mode 5 [83,88] 
mode number [83, 88, 105, 110] 

time [4] 

characteristic timescale 

abSOlute temperature (16] 

absolute temperature in the absence of waves [16J 

vectOr velocity field [14] 

perturbation velOcity field [15] 

x--component of the velocity [14] 

background velOcity [65, 76, 98] 

y-component of the velocity [14] 

z--component .of the velocity [14] 

vector in a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system [15] 

Cartesian coordinate (parallel to the lower boundary of the fluid) [4] 

:= ~x [76, 78, 98, 101] 
Cartesian coordinate (parallel to the lower boundary of the fluid) [25] 

Cartesian coordinate in the direction opposed to g (chapters 1, 2) [15, 

21]; Lagrangian coordinate in the direction opposed to g (cha.{lters 3, 4, 

5) [65, 76,98] 

Eulerian (CarteSian) coordinate in the direction opposed to g [65] 

height at which the modal function \O(\!l) attaines its maximum [83] 

symbols 



z~ :", fZ [104] 
a: measure for the a.wplitude of a (solitary) wave [4, 48,56, 76, 981 
/3; ratio of characteristic vertical length (h, h) and characteristic scale 

height (Bc' H) [56, 79] 
To ratio of specific heats [14] 

C~ perturba.tion of the temperature [69] 
1): vertical displacement of a. ~treamline [4, 65] 
1)!: vertical displacement of a streamline correct to C(a) [77, 101] 
f: ratio of a characteristic vertical and horitontallength [4] 
¢: phase function [16] 
IQ{z): modal function [76, 78, 98, 101] 

K.: coefficient in the BDO equation [100, 106] 

),: coefficient in the KdV equation and the BDO equation [76, 81, 100, 106] 

jJ.: coefficient in the KdV equation and the BDO equation [76, tH, 100, 106] 

11: coefficient in the KdV equation [76, 81] 

J.Iv: dynamic coefficient of viscosity [42] 
p: mass density [14] 

p~ -- pI! Po [54] 
Po(z): background mass density [15, 76, 98] 

PI: pertlHbation of the mass density [15] 
PG: characteristic density [43) 
p: potential density [66] 
u: :- b" .. l)-I [67) 
xCz): solution of the eigenvalue problem (chapters 4 and 5), independent of 

tp(z) [102, 122) 

Xl: divergence ohl [31J 
t. streamfunction [54] 
w: radian frequency [16] 
Wa: acoustic cut-off frequency [32] 
cq,: Brunt-Viisa.la frequency for an incompressible fluid [22] 
Wg: Bru.nt-V!isiilii frequency for a compressible fluid [31, 70J 
0: angular velocity of a. rota.ting fluid [42] 
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SAMENVATTING 

In het eerste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift worden enkele fundamentele 

eigenschappen van alroestische zwurtegolven besproken aan de hand van de 

gelineariseerde bewegingsvergelijkingen VOO1 een niet-viskeuze, niet-roterende, 

samendrukbare, gela.a.gde vloeistof. Na dit inleidende hoofdstuk worden twee 

onderwerpen bestudeetd. Ten eerste, de veelvuldig gebruikte hydrostatische- en 

BouS$in$q-benaderingen in samenhang met een wIvuldige analyse van de 
'l'oorwaarden voor de geldigheid van deze benaderingen bij toepassing op golven 

met een amplitude van eindige grootte in een samendrukbare, gelaagde vloeistof. 

Ten tweede, de invloed Va.n de samendrukbaarheid op de eigenschappen van 

interne solltaire golven in zO'n vloeistoL 
Oe hydrostatische benadering, waarbij de veIsnelling in vertikaJe 

richting verwaarloosd wordt in de irnpulsbalans, blijkt geldig te zijn voor 

akoestische zwaartegolven met een vertikale lengtescbal die veel kleiner is dan 

de horizolltale lellgteschal, d.w.z. VOOr akoestische zwaartegolven met een kleine 
aspektverhouding, en frequenties veel kleiner dan de Erunt-V!i.i$$1ii,,-frequentie. 
De BOu$Sinesq-benadering bin worden gebruikt wanneer de dichtheidsvariaties, 
in het gedeelte van de stroming dat we willen beschrijven, klein zijn. Voor 
akoestische zwaartegolven betekent dit dat de vertikale schaal van de golven 

klein moot zijn ten opzichte van de schaal van de gelaagdheid van de vloeistof, 

Le. de schulhoogte. De gelinea.riseerde BOl,l$sin$q-vergelijkingen voor \:!ell 

on$amendrukbare vloei$tof kunnen gebruikt worden ter beschrijving van deze 

golven ale a.a.n de voIgende voorwaatden is volda.a.n: 

1) de uitwijking van stroomlijnen. moet klein zijn ten opzichte van de 

Yel:tikaJe scha.al van de stroming, 

2) de frequentie van ~ golven moet kleiner zijn dan de Btunt-Va..isaJa. 
-frequentie en 
3) voor de definitie van deze uequentie moet de definitie van de 

Brunt-V8is~.Hi-frequentie voor een samendrukbare vloeistof worden 

gebruikt. 

De laatste voorwaarde is gelijkwaardig aa.n het gebru.ik van de massadichtheid 

onder genorrnaliseerde omstandighede.n in plaats van de werkelijke 

massadichtheid. We merken op dat men zeer voorzichtig meet zijn met het 
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gebruik van de Boussinesq-benadering als a.ndere kleine effecten, zoals zwa.k 

nie\-llnea.i~e effecten, in de beschouwingen worden meegenomen, zeIfs indien aan 

de overige bovengenoemde voorwaarden is voldaan. 

Om interne solita.ire golven in aa.mendJ;ukbare vloeistoffen te bestllderen 

worden twee integralen van de bewegingsvergelijkingen voor een niet~viskeuze 
sa.mendrukbare vloeistof afgeleid. Deze integralen worden, evenals bepaalde 

randvoorwaarden, getran$formee~d tot vergelijkingen voor de ui\wijking van 
stroomlijnen en voor de verstoring van de temperatuur. Hierbij nemen we Mn 

dat er geen gestoten stroomlijnen zijn, zodat de twee integratieconstanten in de 

bewegingsintegralen bepa.a.ld kunnen worden uit de ~ondities stroomopwaa.Its. 

Interne solitaire golven in samendrukba.Ie vloeistoffen worden, evenals interne 

solitaire golven in onsamendrukbare vloeistoffen, beschreven door de 

Korteweg-de Vries-vergelijking als de vloelstof ondiep is, d.w.z. a.ls de tOlala 

mepte van de vloeistof veel kleiner is da.n de karakteristieke horizontale 

lengteschaal van de golf. Zij worden door de Benjamin-Davis--Ono--vergelijking 
beschreven 3013 de vloeistof diep is, d.w.z. als de tot ale diepte van d~ vloeistof 

veel groter is dan karaktedstieke horizontale lengteschaal van de golf. De 

correcties ten gevolg~ van de samendrukba.arheid van de vioeistof op de 
col!fficil!nten en dus op de oplossingen van deze vergelijkingen zUn C(gh/cn, 

waaJ:in g de grootte van de zwaartekrachtsvetsnelling is, h de diepte van het 

geIaagde deel van de vloe.istof en c~ de geluidssnelheid. Voor omstandigheden 
zoals die in d~ almosfeet voorkomen ligt de grootte van deze pa.rameter tussen 

0.01 en 1. Het soort stroming waarvoor deze cotrecties altijd va.n belang zijn is 

de ondiepe isotherme llniforme stroming, zoals in dit proefschrift wordt 

uitgelegd. 
De inhoud van de pan.grafen 2.4.2 en 2.4.3 zijn gepubliceerd a.ls: Miesen, 

RRM., Kamp, L.P.J., Sluijter, F.W. (1988). "On the application of the 

BOU$$inesq a.pproximation for nonlinear gravity waves in the atmosphere", PhYil. 

Scripta 38, 857--859. 

De inhoud van de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 wordt gepubUceerd als: Miesen, 

R.H.M., Kamp, L.P.J., Sluijter, F.W. (1990). "Solitary Waves in Compressible 

Shallow Fluids", Phys. FltJ.£ds A 2. 

De inhoud van hooCdstuk 5 is aangeboden voor publikatie aan Phys. 

FItJ.iaa A als: Miesen, R.H.M., Kamp, L.P.J., Sluijtec, F.W. "Solita.IY Waves in 

Compressible Deep Fluids". 
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I 

Voor de verklaring van de eigenschappen van interne solitaire golven in een on
diepe compressibeJe vloeistoC ~ijn de correcties ten gevolge van de compressibiIi
teit van de vlodstof van essentieel belang. 
P] R.H.M. Mi ••• ", L.P,J. K .. mp and F.W. Sluijtor, PhYB. Flui. A ~, in prcss (1990). 
[2] Dil proof .. h,ift. 

II 

Demping van gravito-alwestische golvcn als gevolg van de eindlge geleiding van 
de ionosiect vindt plaats met een karakteristieke demping die tUBBen 0 en wp /2 
ligt, waarbij wp de Peder~en f,equentie is. 
[1) C.O. Hmo. "",d W.H. Rook<, J. G<ophys. RoB. 75, 2~63 (1970). 
[2] H..H.M. Mi ••• n, P.C. de Jas:h<r, L.P.J. Ka.mp .. nd F.W. Sluijtor, J. Oeophy,. R ... D 

94, 16269 (1989). 

III 

Anders dan bij dempjng die het gevolg is van warmtegeleiding of viscositeit hangt 
de sterkte van de dempiJ"l(; die het gevolg is van de eindige geleiding van de ionos
feer niet alleen van de frequentie van de golf af, maa~ ook van de yoortplantings
riehting, Dit kan een verklaring zijn VOO( de waargenomen voorkeursrichting wat 
betreft de yoortplanting van zogenaarnde "Travelling Ionosferic Disturbances". 
[lJ R.l!.M. Mi •••• , P.C. do Jagh •• , L.P.J, Ko,mp and F.W. Sluijtor, J. C<ophy •. Ft ... D 

94. 16269 (1959). 
[2] H. KoId<>, T.A.Th. Spo.lshs.., J. Atmo •. Torr. Phy •. 19, 7 (1987). 

N 

Ten gevolge va.n chemische reakties onder invloed van zonnestraling bestaat er 
een instabiliteit die mede verklaring is vOOr de excitatie van gravito akoestische 
galven. 
[I] P.C. d. J .. ghor, J. C.ophy •. Re •. D, ""copted for publication (1990). 

v 

De benadering die gebruikt wordt in de studie van golven in gelaagde vloeistoffen 
en die met de n<J.am Boussinesq-benadering wordt aangeduid, is in feite los komen 
te sta.an van de door Boussinesq ingevoerde benadering, 
[1] J. Bou .. ino.q. ThfQtio Analytiqu. d. I .. Chaleur 2, Gauthi •• Vila". Pa,;, (1903), 
[2J J.S. Tu,"Of, Buoyancy E:lfoets in Fluids, Cambridge (1973). 
[3J R,H.M. Mi ••• n, L.P.J. }Camp "l)d F.W. Sluijt .. , Phy., Script .. 38, aS7 (1988). 



VI 

ZeUs onder strenge condities kan de zogenaamde Bcmssinesq benadering leiden tot 
onjuiste resultaten. 
[1] T.:a. a."jamiD, J. Fluid Mcch. 25, 241 (1966). 
[21 a.H.M. Mio •• D, L.P.J. Ko.mp and F.W. Sluijter, Phys. Fluid. A 2, in J'r ••• (1990). 

VII 

Ondanks het feit dat de totale hoeveelheid O~On in de atmosfeer aineemt, neemt 
ook de hoeveelheid ultra-violette straling op het aardoppervlak a£. 
[lJ C. Bruhl o.nd P.J. Crut .. n, Ooophys. Ros. Lotto .. 16, 703 (19S9). 
[2] B.A.. ~.nk.tt, Naturo 341, is soptomb", 283 (19B9) 

VIII 

De potentiaal, in de impulsbalans voor een vloeistof, die het gevolg is van rotatie 
van de 'vloeistof kan niet, zoals door Gill gedaan wordt, geschreven worden als 
;02;.:2, maa: wei als ! I n ~ x1 2• 
[1] A.E. Oill, Atmo.phoro-O<o~" DYMmie', ,~dion 4.5.1, Intorn"ti"" .. l Oe"phy.io. 

s.ri •• 30, Acadomk Pr ... (1982). 

De naamgeving van vergelijkingen en methoden gebeurt vaak onzorgvuldig. Een 
recent 'voorbeeld daarvan is de vergelijking die in de literatuur Benjamin( -Davis)
Ono-vergelijking wordt genoemd. Deze vergelijking zou Benjamin-Pavis-Acrivos
of anders Benjamin-Davis-Acrivos--Ono-vergeHjldng moeten heten. 
[1) T.B. BooJo.m;Il, J. Flu;"- Moeh. 29,1)59 (1967). 
[2) R..E. navis an"- A. AorivoB, J. Fluid M«h 29, 593 (1967). 
[3J H. Ono, J. Ph"". Soe. Japan 39, 1082 (1975). 

x 
Omdat interne solitaire zwaartegolven kunnen lei den tot over-correctie tijdens 
het landen of opstijgen van vliegtuigen vormen zij ~n .eiiel gevaax voor de 111cht
vaart. 
[1] 
[2J 

D.R. Ch,;:;li. and KJ. M",irh ... d, rlltor)). J. Aviation Safoty 1, 169 (1983). 
R..J. nov;"k IIJld n.R. Ch,isti., J. Au,or&ft 26, 423 (1989). 



De positie zoals die door het Christen Democrati$ch Appel de laatste 10 jaar in de 
Nederlandse politiek is ingenomet1., heeft afbreuk geda;,m aan de waarde van het 
parlement als instrument van het volk en dlls aan het democratisch gehaite van 
het parlement. 

xn 

De ot1.twikkeling en de versprelding van geluidsapparatuur en geluidsdrager$ heeft 
de beleving van live uitgevoerde klassieke muziek sterk beinvloed; doordat rnuzi
kale lijnen reeds bij de lui$\eraaJ: bekend zijn, is de technische perfectie Van het 
spel een belangtijke Iol in de luisterervaring ga.a.n spelen- Xn dit kader moet ook 
het ontstaan van vele gespedaUseetde otkesten gezien worden. 

XIII 

De technische ontwikkeling van blaasinslrumenten heeft het mogelijk gemaakt 
dat muziek, met name muziek geschreven in de IS' en begin 1ge eeuw, in een te 
snel tempo wordt uitgevoerd. Goede voorbeelden hiervan zijn Mozart's hOOrnCOn
certen (K. 412, 417 447, 495). Het tempo waadn met name de rondo's uit deze 
concerten in de mOdeme concertpraktijk gespeeld worden, is op natuurhootn, het 
in~trument waanoor deze concert en geschreven zijn, nauwelijks uit'loerbaar en 
doet afbreuk aan het otiginele (dans )karakter van de.lle delen_ 

XIV 

Bij de ondarga.ng van het Romeinse rijk kan het bestaan van interne zwaartegol
ven €len rol hebben gespeeld 
[1] O. Potto"'Qn, Sven.k .. Hydrografi.l(-SiQlogi.ka Kommi.ionen. Skrifter 5, 1 (1912). 
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